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ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

The purpoee of this paper is to analyze the main linkage effects

of a leading sector, as defined by W.W. Rostow, on other sectors of the

economy of a develcping country. Rostow identifies the economic dimen-

s.ors, of sometes as falling within the following stages of growth: the

traditional society, the preconditions stage, the take-off, the drive to

maturity, and the age of high mass coramption. 1

SUcdnctly stated, the take-off is the stage when a society

- moves into susained econmic growth. However, it can be more predsey

examined through three criteria:

(1) A rise of roducti.ve investment from approximately 5% to

10 % of net national income.

(2) The existence of a political, social, and insttonal frame-

work to explot expanion.

(3) The development of manufacturing/raw materials industries,

whose leading sectors have a high rate of growth. This process of leading

sector growth sets in motion "..a chain of further modern sector require-

merts and that its exparason provides the potentiality of external economy

effects, " _nstrial in character." 2 I will be focusing on this leading sector

-, aqxect of the take-off.

As a leading sector's growth accelerates, it stimulates a chain.

of requirements for new production functions in other sectors, such as

more specialized workers, more goods and services to support them, and

further ind l expanion. The rapid rate of leading sector expansion

plays the crucial role in maintaining the momentum of the economy. In a

%'. 7
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lisacggregatd analyms, the leading sector(s) with a high rate o growth

can be isolated. Venezuela's leading sector during its take-off was

petroleum. I will analyze how this leading sector affected other sectors of

Venezulsa's economy.

As an extractive leading sector, petroleum's general requirement

is to increase productivity by the mos accessible and resourceful means.

Generally, this means the application of a backlog cf innovaioLo a..ces-

ang techniques and greater investment from the higher prt tivity

extractive sector. E:act.ve leading sectors can also supp-l -- ign

exchange for capital formation. Finally, an extractive leading sr_ .r can

promote development by direct payments from foreign concessions. These

payments can be in the form Cf purchasLng domesic goods and services,

and the proviaon of local labor wages and sdcial servces. These payments

can help set up a series of forward and backward linkages and also

increased demand for domesic output.

National economic gro'th is based on the unique factors of

geography, hisory, culture, and natural resources of each country.

Applying the extractive leading sector framework to Venezuela's unique

factors, four distinct growth periods become evident. 1) up to 1958 when

the economy was completely dependent on oil and virtually all oil revenues

were spent on current public expenditures, 2) 1958 to 1973, when the

poPulary-elected governments used oil revenues to realize limited

economic progr over a wide front, 3) 1974 to 1977, when the increased

a revenus from the quadrupling of the oil price in 1973/74 were used to

generate economic development, and 4) 1978 to the present, when the huge

increases in dl revenue created great distortiorns in Venezuela's economy.

I "". -. " ••.- ,- - - - . ,-,• .. •. .
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Applying the extractive leading sector framework within each perod,

there are several va ables that emerge that show the effects of the

petroleum sector. To analyze the main linkage effects of Venezuela's

leading sector, I will focus on petroleum's effects on these vaables. They

are the public sector, industry, agriculture, foreign exchange, human

resources, and non-econontic changes.

PRE-OIL VENEZUELAN ECONOMY

Until the ascent of the petroleum industry in the 1920's,

Venezuela was a generally a traditional society. It was the sterotype of a

U'.poor agricultural country run by a military strongman for the benefit of a

landed elite at the expense of the peasantry. However, Venezuela produced

most of its own food and exported some tropical products, such as coffee

and cacao.

Agriculture was the main industry and it was conducted at 3st

" above the suh.ence level. Most of the people were farmers and worked

on large haciendas or on small plots. This sector had little capital,

prmitive technology, and low productivity.

There was very little industra development before the advent

of petroleum. The extreme poverty of the subIdsence level farmers meant

that Venezulea's internal market was virtually nor-od~ant. Besides coffee

and cacao exports, the only industrial activity was that of small-scale

artisans.

- Dunrig the century after independence from SpaLn in 1821, four

* dictators Jose Antonio Paez, Antonio Guzman Blanco, Cipriano Castro,

S"
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and Juan Vincente Gomez - were in power for more than 70 years. Gomez

umurped power in 1908, and under his absolute rule to 1935, Venezuela

experienced limited economic growth.

The presence of petroleum in Venezuela has been known for

centunes. Local Inchars used petroleum from oil seepages for medicinal

purposes. Early conquerors used it to waterproof their ships' hulls.

However, petroleum was of no economic value until the end of the nine-

.-' teenth century, when the machinery of the industrial revolution needed oil

for lu~brication and energy.

As the uses for petroleum increased, North American and

European petroleum countries increased their exploration and extraction

efforts. In Venezuela, the first oil well was dried in 1912 and, by 1917,

oil exports appeared on the export statisics. In cooperation with General

Gomez, the oil companies exploited Venezuela. The petroleum industry

grew rapidly, but low taxes and limited linkages confined the benefits to

the foreign owners and General Gomez' elite. The latter skimmed off oil

money and built up huge personal fortunes.

By 1928, Venezuela was the largest exporter of petroleum and

the second largest producer in the world. In 1929, petroleum exports

accounted for 45% of total export value. 3  By the 1940's, petroleum

exports were over 90% of total export values, the petroleum sector repre-

sented 25% of the GNP and over 50% of government inome.4 By this

decade, the dependence of Venezuela on petroleum was complete. The

petroleum sector dominated the economic, soial, and political life of the

country.

b. h .. .

...



THE -.CONOMY UP TO 1958

Petrclelum Sector

The succes and failures of development have been linked to

the production of oal and its earnings. Oil has been the crucial variable of

economic change for Venezuela.

Under General Gomez, there was limited growth. For the oil

companies, there were large profits. For Venezuela, there were only

limited linkages to the domestic economy from the petroleum sector. The

concept of "sowing the petroleum" was promulgated by Dr. Arturo Usler

Pietri in 1936 as a strategy to spend petroleum revenues on economic and

social infrast.ucture to encourage broad-based growth. However, until the

revolutionary government of Betancourt from 1945 to 1948, sowing the

petroleum showed few results: agriculture was prostrate, education and

health facilities were lacking, and there was virtually no industry. Betan-

court's short-lived regime maintained steady presaim on the petroleum

S.companies for more government revenue for economic development and for

social welfare measures such as schools and job training.

Petroleum's increasing output after World War Ir and especially

in the 1950's was the strongest force in the promotion of economic growth

of that era. Output is shown on Chart 1, Venezuelan Crude Production.

During the 1950's, petroleum was Venezuela's leading sector and it

imparted growth to the rest of the economy. Under Colonel Perez-Jiminez,

sowing the petroleum meant sendi ng the increased petroleum revenues on

corbuction, public works, utlities, and only a limited amount for socalV welfare. From 1950 to 1957, the Venezuelan economy grew at an annual

n1.
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rate of 9.4%.
5

However, the results of the increased petroleum activity in the

1950's were not entirely satisfactory. The economy was still backward and

the vast majority of the people were poor, unhealthy, and iliterate.6

Under Perez-Jiminez, the petroleum had not been used intelligently - too

much had been wasted on the armed forces, the bureaucracy, public works,

and by corruption. Corruption had reached new heights because of the

increased petroleum revenues available to rcrupuous afficals. One

estimate is that under Perez-,Jiminez, at least 50% of government funds

were either stolen or squandered. 7

There were both positive and negative linkage effects from the

petroleum developments up to 1958. On the positive side: development had

not cost one bolivar; Venezuela was mapped by the oil companies; some

Frastruczre, such as roads and railroads, was completed by the oil

companies to link their operations with export facilities; some Venezuelans

were hired and received high wages and social welfare benefits; oil

revenues were used for some development and services; the oil companies

trained some locals in modern managerial and administrative techniques

which later contributed to other sectors; a central banking system was

established to handle oil revenues; and some related sectors prospered. The

related sectors are those tied to the forward or backward linkages of

petroleum. Some sectors benefitting from the forward linkages were

electricity and some limited natural gas production. Some backward linkage

effects were in those industties that supported petroleum, like metal

products, construction, and worker services.

There were also many negative effects associated with the

-any
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petroleum sector. OveJ.al, the oil companies profited enormously but few

benefits went to Venezuelan communities. Venezuela became dangerously

dependent on a Angle, foreign-owned industry which responded to demands

of a capiacioUS world market. Other negative effects were: only a small

p" number of workers benefitted; labor was drawn from agriculture, which

then suffered; uncontrolled urbanization occured; petroleum's high wages

had an unfavorable demornration effect to other sectors, such as industry;

and petroleum wealth contributed to maintaining corupt dictat .

Tied to the export sector, the dl industry grew in enclaves. it had more

external than internal contacts, and so its linkage effects for Venezuelan

development were minimaL Benefts from a spillover of managerial sidIls

and indu ral techniques did not really take root.

The foreign-owned extractive industry,
instead of promoting prcsenty by increas-
ing real income, diversifying production,
and stimulating economic development,
actually caused high prices and reduced
the output of domestic industry and agri-
culture. 8 t sapped the very life of the
economy.

Public Sector

Taxes - Venezuelan tax policies show a slow evolution from the

early days under Gomez of oil company domination and manipulation to the

50-50 spltting of profits in 1948 to Venezuelan onalization in 1976.

Gomez imposed only very modest tax conditions on the petroleum com-

panies and, in turn, enriched himself with their payments. Gomez allowed

the oil companies to write the early Venezuelan concession and tax laws.

Naturally, the resultant laws were very favorable to them!

. .. .-.. . . . . . . . .
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Among the many advantages which the oil
companies had assigned to themselves when
they wrote their law of 1922 was the
exoneration of tarif duties for everything
which they imported from abroad...The
rational treasury lo a far greater amount
through being unable to tax their imports
than the amount which the companies paid
atog for the taxe affecting the

Under Gomez, there was no income tax and oil companies had to

pay only .41 bolivares per barrel extracted. (See Table 1, Petroleum Tax
Rates.) Royalties were also very low - between 8% and 15%.10

Since Gomez' death in 1935, all Venezuelan income tax reforms

have been aimed at inceaM tarifs applicable to oil companies and

decreasng the regresve tax burden to Venezuelan workers. By 1936 the

Venezuelan government began to assert itself for more influence and

revenues. t increased the per barrel tax to .50 bolivares and it became
more vigorous in enforcing tax colection.11

Up to 1943 there were various tax reform laws which increased

the per barrel revenue from the oil companies. However, the tax system

was sumilar to what had always existed - a heavy reliance on indirect

taxes, such as import duties and petroleum taxes. The import dity taxes

were regreive because they equally applied to all purchasers of imported

goods. Also, the petroleum taxes were linked only to output, not petroleum

company revenues. In 1943 there was a tax reform with a progressive

" income tax, both on individuals and the oil companies. This reform shifted

more tax burdens to the oil companies and reduced the share of indirect,

regresive taxes paid by Venezuelans. The income tax burden on the

%%
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low-salared worker was very light, however.

The firnal major tax action in this period was the 50-53 slit of

il revenue between the oil companies and the Venezuelan government as

pzeecdbed in the 1948 Tax Law. The revolutionary government placed

heavy pressure on the oil companies for more revenue, as it needed addi-

tonal funds to spport its soial reforms.

Income - Government income has been very unsable and petro-

leum accounted for its vlatility. Petroleum's percentage of total govern-

ment income rapidly rose from the f petroleum exports in 1917 to

comprise approximately two-thirds of government income in the 1940's.

This figure has remained at approximately this percentage shnce then.

Chart 2, Oil Receipts as a Percentage of Government Income, depicts this

erratic movement. Total 'government revenue is shown on Chart 3, Total

Revenue. Petroleum's large proportion of total government revenue meant

that Venezuela was critically dependent on petroleum for income and any

fhix-blations in the oil market would have a great effect on Venezuelan

income.

Expenditure - How government spends its revenues shows its

prici±±es. Before 1935, there was only slight government action for

economic development. Expenditures were not channelled to increase

productivity as virtually every governmental department expanded its

activities. After Gomez' death in 1935, there was some increase in

economic development by the government. It financed some highways and

infrasucture conruction, but this was generally limited to Caracas, the

-- .. '. . " . ". .. '.'-.. .. " " ". " • .-.. . .%" ".'-" -..... . . . . . .. . '.. - -.... .. "
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cl-roducing areas, and the ports, with the resilt that vast areas of

Venezuela remained ced to modern economic life. In fact, these invest-

menlts in Caracas and the ports actually served to increase the relative

advantage of imported products, which enjoyed modern transportation and

marketing facieks.

The increased government income due to increased taxes facili-

tated a higher level of public expendtures without in n . Under the
revoltionary government from 1945 to 1948, the increased revenues from

petroleum were used to improve education and agriculture. More revenues

also wert fior an expansion of the transportation system, electrification,

"ingation, and lendng.

*i Due to increased oil production, government revenues doubled

under Perez-Jiminez, 1953 to 1957. He concentrated on transforming

Venezuela's physical environment with expenditures on highways, seaports,

monuments, hotels, and a lavis officer's club. Social welfare needs were

largely ignored in face of the the dictator's desire for massive public

works and other "showcs p ending projects.

With the increased consruction activity in urban and oil-produ-

cing areas, Venezuela in 1957 had a facade of modernity, but little

substance. Government bildings, hotels, and monuments make excellent

showplaces, but are of little economic importance. Very little of the

income went to capital formation.1 2  Government expenditures up to 1957

did little overall to alleviate stuctuml problems, such as dependency on

petroleum, illiteracy, and income distribution inequities. Government

expenditures had rot really "sewn the petroleum" - its petroleum income

was really considered ordinary income, which it is not! Petroleum income
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Sactually based on the liquidation of a asset, which is .nite and will

eventually lapse.

By the 1920's, petroleum had replaced agriculture as the top

income producer in Venezuela. By the 1940's petroleum's dominance was

complete. During the fir decade of this century, before petroleum

exports occurred, agkultura1 products such as coffee, cacao, and lve-

sock accounted for 85% of Venezuela's export earnings. However, by the

1940's, petroleum accounted for 94% of the export earnings and agricul-

tral pro s fell to 4 % 13

Agrcuture quickly stagnated as petroleum industry progressed

and developed. The high wages of the petroleum sector, prescbed by

Venezuelan law, attracted many agricultural workers, most of whom were

peons on large haciendas or had a small plot for st, ence-level farming.

Farm workers migrated to the oil-produong and urban areas with the goal

of working in the petrleum sector. In hand with this labor migration, the

little capital that was in agricultural sector fled into the industries and

services which were linked to petroleum. So, agmculure suffered with the

'oss of labor and captal in the form of higher agrcultural wages, lower

otput, and lower productivity. With the deteriorating agrniral sector,

Venezuela had to import more foodstuffs, paid for by the increased export

earnings from petroleum.

The government invested very little in the agricultural sector

before 1958. At times, agricultural funds were moderate, but they were

confined to the ommerdal farming sector, where the few landed elite

'-;..... ... .......-........................ ..... - _
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benefitted. The vast majority of farmers, the siuedstence-level farmer,

recived little attention. Agricultural funs were not used to finance new

investment programs nor to diseminate new agricultural methods, like

equipment and fertilizer, that ould sBanciaJy improve productivity.

Desite frequent government rhetori, it made virtually no

effort to change the land tenure system, to redistbte land, to increased

cultivated land, nor to increase production. For example, desite a great

need for irigated land, the government invested only 15 million bolivares

per year on rigation up to 1953.14 The results of this small investment

are shown by a comparison of the total irrigated lands of Venezuela in

1961 (218,000 hectares), with Cuba (456,000 hectares) and Mexico

(3,700,000 hectares), neither of whom had acces to the large export

earnings like Venezuela. 15 Chart 4, GDP/Capta and Agricultural Produc-

tion, shows the much lower production of agriculture compared to the

*higher G DP/Capita. The higher G DP/Capita is due to the large earnings in

the petrleum sector. Chart 5, Relative Growth Indices (GDP and Agricul-

tunral Production), shows the relative stagnation of agriculture compared to

total G DP on an index. Agriculture consstertly fell behind during this

The s.tuation f agriculture in 1958 was that of depress.on.

[-. E pt for a bdef attempt to improve agriculture under the revulutionary

regime of Romulo Betancourt from 1945 to 1948, agriculture had been

deteriorating. It was stl at the subience level and was a drag on other

sectors of the economy, as food had to be imported. Many structural

problems remained: lack of infrasructure, land tenure inequities, lack of

credit, lack of agricultural research, and backward marketing organization.

.:.
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Ejd'eme poverty and minute domestic markets prevented the

development of iuMxl ies in Venezuela before the era of petrleum in the

1920's. The rapid ie of the petroleum industry and the quick dependence

of Venezuela on petroleum's foreign exchange forestaled Venezuelan

indcbmaWiat n because Cf the attractiveness Cf cheap imports. Wodd

War II helped industrial expansion, as wartime exigencies cut off some

imports and resu]ted in a small expanson of Venezuelan foodstuff, textle,

and other light conamer good' indtres.

In the 1950's, petroleum earnings brought enlarged markets and

higher demand in Venezuela. So, the manufacture of some indusial

became more attractive. As Chart 6, Relative Growth Indices aP and

GDP), shows, industriAl production grew slightly faster than the rest of the

economy from 1950 to 1958. A disaggragated analys shows that the

increases were in such areas as light, non-durable goods: construction,

petroleum ref ninx, and elecnficaio. To a lesse degree, local industrial-

ization was stimulated through local purchases by the petroleum industry.

With the increased demand and larger market from the petro-

]eum sector, services developed to cater to petroleum's high wage earners.

The fut indu were those which required little caital and whose

prodcts were relatively easy to manufacture - the light, consumer,

non-durable goods. Beer, soft drink, textile, leather, and rubber industries

all advanced. 16 The growth of these sectors compared to that of industrial

production is shown on Table 2, Indices of Consumer's Goods Growth.

However, these products catered to a small market (the petroleum workers)

*? .. ° ,. . . .-.. . . • .
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and their manufacture required no great technolocal nor productivity

'4. In the 1950's, the construction industry advanced rapidly.

Funded by the revenues of increased oil production and fueled by a desire

for presige and recognition, dictator Perez-Jiminez increased Venezuelan

conructon. Statisiqcs for cement production are an accurate measure of

local oziruction and, as Chart 7, Relative Growth Indices (IP and

Cement Production), shows, cement production grew rapidly up to 1958.

The petroleum refining industry had a slow start in Venezuela.

Under General Gomez (1908-1935), petroleum companies redned virtually

all of Venezuela's oil at nearby Curacao and Aruba. General Gomez did

rnt want refiring done in Venezuela because he feared that the petroleum

states might become too economically powerful for him to control Also,

the petroleum companies chose not to pres for refineries in Venezuela

because they feared the possible results to their capital-intenrve refiner-

ies from political upheaval when Gomez would fall from power.

The lack of refineries in Venezuela under Gomez deprived

Venezuela of a series of economic, sociaL and fiscal advantages that
,

it.ead went to the refining countries. A domestic Venezuelan refining

uxhxkry would have had the following beneaioial effects: to diversifyI- exports beyond just crude petroleum, to increase employment opportunities,

to bring in more taxes to the government, and to bi.ng in advanced tech-

nology and modern management skills that would eventually affect other

•.1 Venezuelan industries.

Domestic refining of petroleum was finally prompted by the 1943

Petroleum Law. This statute encouraged domestic refinery construction

. - ' - Z-
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through incentives such as: permitting 50-year concensor on oil flel],

eemption from some import duties, and tax reductions. This statute also

-iuk-qail companies to refine an increasig percentage of Venezuelan

dLI in omesic refineties. 17 The mplementaton of this satute stimulated

the growth of the petrolaim refxng industry. Chart 8, Relative Growth

Indices (Petroleum Refining Production and IP), captures the acceleration
-.

of dmesic refining since the 1940's.

Starting from almost a zero base in 1950, electification has

grown sandaly. Also funded by the increased petroleum earnings,

e -'atdfi ation of cities and industrial areas made modest growth up to

1958. Mectrification supported the increased industialization and

increased consruction activity that the petroleum revenues had sponsored.

Chart 9, Relative Growth Indices (Electricity Production and IP), shows its

modest growth to 1958.

Finally, indutrialization was stimulated on a small scale by the

1cal purchase of goods by the petroleum industry. Goods such as food-

s uffs, beverages, and onsruction materials were purchased in support of

the increased petroleum activity in the 1950's. As Venezuelan industries

grew in diversty and productivity, they were better able to support petro-

leum activities. Local purchases by the petroleum industry accounted for

only 10% of purchases in 1948, but this fgure increased to 20% by 1958.18

rIustrial growth made modest gains during this period. It grew

sightly faster than industrial production and its development was affected

by the petroleum industry. Despite this modest growth, industriaization

has been retarded by: the high costs of raw materials, the small domestic

market, the high costs of wages, and inefficiences from over-protection,

~ *..~.\* 4. *~'*N. .%
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paternalism, and poor local manage ment procedures.

Foreign Exchange

Other South American countries encouraged import sibstitution

indsries because of an inability to import due to foreign exchange

constraints. This atuation was not the case for Venezuela. It had an

abndance of foreign exchange from its petroleum earnings and only

started the import substitution industries as a means of economic

ic tion.

Venezuelan crude production increased dramatically from early

in the century, with just a few barrels, up to 1957, when over 2,770,000

barrels per day were extracted.1 9  Peoleum dominated the exports and

20* its share of export earnings increased to over 90% by 1941. In 1957, the

value of oil produced was more than 8 billion current boivares. 21

The increamng foreign exchange accumulated by Venezuela for

its petroleum had generally negative effects for growth. The petroleum

earnings went to purchase imports. In face of abundant foreign exchange

and cheap imports, local agricultural goods couldn't compete and there was

little incentive for local industries to start up operations. The foreign

exchange should have been used towards the development of intermediate

industries, not consumer imports.

Human Resources

C' Before the domination of ail in the Venezuelan economy, most of

the population lived in rural areas and had no public services, such as

education and health clinics. After the advent of oil, the lure of a better

" * * . " - ' " - i . ' . " -i: . - - " " -•
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life in the cities and petroleum-producing areas brought about a change in

urbanization patterns.

The oil-based economy has produced a highly-mobile population.

They have moved to the higher paying cl and industrial Jobs. The high

wages and social benefits of the oil sector attracted many agricultural

sector workers who had hopes of a better life in the oil sector than from

the meager opportunities in rural areas.

However, petroleum's economic stimulus gave rise to a migration

of workers far greater than needed. As a capital intensive industry, petro-

leum required relatively few workers. For example, in 1950, the petroleum

sector employed 45,000 workers, which was only 2.6% of the economically

active population.2 2 Even though there was little job opportunity in the oil

sector itself, most migrants remained in the oil-producing regions and

either worked in the oil service sector or remained in a marginal status.

The great influx of workers to oil-producing areas and the oil

service areas, like Caracas, resulted in ma.ive urbanization. All of the oil

states - Anzoategui, Managas, Falcon, and Zulia, experienced high popula-

tion increases. The transformation of Maracaibo is illustrative of this

phenomena. Maracaibo, in the state of Zulia, was a sleepy town in 1920,

but by 1940 it was the oil metropolis, Venezuela's busiest port, and

Venezuela's largest city after caracas.23  Table 3, Maracaibo and Vene-

zuelan Population Growth Rates, shows Maracaibo's growth against

Venezuela's as a whole for the early years of the petroleum industry. This

table shows that Maracaibo's growth rate increasd 4.4% from 1920-1926,

whern the petroleum industry started its growth. During the same years,

Venezuela's growth increased only 0.5%. The continuing urbanization trend
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for more recent years is shown on Table 4, Urbanization Trends. In total,

between 1936 and 1947, the oil states experienced a 42% increase in

populaion, compared to an increase of 20% for Venezuela as a whole. 4

Besids the population increases in the oil-Troducing areas,

petroleum also affected Caracas' population growth. Caracas was the

main service center of the oal industry. it was the central administrative

laaarters of the oil companies and was the main beneficiary cf oil

company purchases and tax receipts. Between 1936 and 1947, Caracas'

population increased 47%, as compared to 20% overall for the country. 2

This massive urbanization meant. a heavy burden on municipal and national

governments to provide faciites and bad.c services to meet the needs of

the urban masses. These needs were largely unmet during the time periodi

up to 1958.



THE ECONOMY 1958 TO 1973

Non-Economic Change

]h 1958, the dictatorship of Perez-Jiminez was replaced by a

system af elected government. This change of leadeship, brought new

directions in economic strategy and economic policy. The new govern-

ment's strategy was to increase its participation in petroleum revenues and

to have a greater voice in petroleum decis.on-making. The general change

in policy was to re-allocate economic resources among the developmental

and social sectors. The aims of the National Plan of 1963-1966 reflected

this change in policy: 1) to achieve a high growth rate, 2) to diversify the

economy, 3) to increase employment, and 4) to increase social welfare

measures. The petroleum sector was expected to continue to lead the

economy to achieve overall high growth. fnreased employment and some

diversificaton would be achieved by the development of manufacturing and

construction as key sectors, with agriculture as a minor sector for

expanson. Social welfare measares would increase in such areas as

increased expenditures for education, housing, and public health measures.

Key to all development would be the increased earnings from petroleum.

Petroleum Sector

Petroleum production's rate of growth decelerated during this

period. Chart 1, Venezuelan Crude Production, shows the leveling-off of

production, beginning in 1958. This decline was due to a dimishing cf

readily-available reserves and reduced investments by the petroleum

25
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comparnies. Investment was lower because of a lack of confidence in the

new government, its policy of no new concessions, and the excess oil

Sup-•Pji after the resolution of the Suez Crisis. However, Venezuela was

stil dependent on petroleum - over 90% of export values and over one-half

of government income came from petroleum.

In accordance with the new government's strategy, it took steps

to fulfill its implementation. First, it decided to grant no more conces-

s ons to the oil companies. Under this action, oil lands would gradually be

rred to the government. Also, the government took action to become

more involved in other facets of the oil industry besides production. In

1960 it formed the Corporacion Venezclana del Petroleo (CVP) to be a

state company to engage in all petroleum operations - exploration, pro-

duction, refining, transportation, and marketing. Finally, the Venezuelan

government was instrumental in the eabishment of OPEC in 1960.

OPEC's goal was to translate its oil wealth into the general welfare of its

people. This goal was to be attempted by measures to increase oil prices

and to use the revenues for economic development.

There were limited new linkage effects since the previous

period. The main forward linkage effects were in refining, natural gas, and

petrochemicals (fertilizers). These industries continued to expand.

Backward linkages included purchases of domestic goods and services by

the oil companies. These purchases were small in comparison to the large

payments made to the government by the oil companies. Overall, the

petroleum industry played a limited role in transforming the economy

because of structural barriers - low agricultural production, grossly

i unequal income distribution, and lack of a developed industrial base.
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tPublic Sector

Taxes - Taxes on the petroleum companies continued to increase

dining this period. The per barrel tax increased from 2.08 bolivares in

1957 to 5.80 bolivares in September f 197326 (See Table 1, Petroleum Tax

Rates). Petroleum's share of government income by taxation increased

from 46% in 1958, to 64% in 1973.27

As crude production failed to grow at the rate of the 1950's, oil

revenues also failed to expand at a growing rate. The government recog-

nized the long-term declining prospects for petroleum taxation, as reserves

would inevitably be depleted. So, in the 1960's, the government broadened

its tax base by reducing minimum taxable income of the income tax table.

Other sectors f the economy had to bear an increas.ng (although very

small) tax burden. However, individual tax rates were very light. The

highest tax bracket for individuals was only 10 %. 28

Venezuela's tax system has become more progressive as indirect

taxes continued to decline in relative value of total taxes. Indirect taes

were 20% of total income in 1959 and declined to only 7% of total income

by 1974.29

Although there have been several tax reforms to make the

system more progresve, tax administration and enforcement have lagged.

Many taxpayers, cting the possbility of more oil taxes, do not report

their incomes or falfy their tax returns. Government efforts have not

been able to show a need for all taxpayers to do their share nor have they

been able to tighten enforcement.
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Inome - Government income continued to be unstable, due to

the volatility of the petroleum market. However, income continued to rise

* due to the favorable world oil market and governmental prssure for

d oil taxes. The proportion of petroleum earnings in total govern-

i ment income moved erratically forward from 54% of income in 1958 to 69%

in 1973. This movement is depicted on Chart 2, OR1 Receipts as a Percen-

tage of Government Income. Total government income increased almost

four-fold durng the same period.30 Chart 3, Total Revenue, shows this

movement. The increase in revenue, primarily from the petroleum sector,

" was able to impart modest growth and development over a wide front in

the nt of the economy.

Expenditures - Since the change in economic policy in 1958,

petroleum revenues have been used to tring about more balanced develop-

ment. Tis development has occurred via the public sector. It has been the

chief agent of growth.

Unlike mcs cther countries, Venezuela didn't have to worry

about where its revenue would come from - its problem was the allocation

of resources from the petroleum income. As the agent for the expenditure

of petroleum income, the public sector has grown snce 1959 to satisfy

public needs in education, health, transportation, employment, and housing.

However, the state hasn't been able to meet all needs, as evidenced by the

continued income distribtion inequities, slow agricultural growth, and a

general lack of economic opportunities.

After 1959, a larger share of petroleum revenues went towards

Sbuilding the social infrastructure and welfare services, which gave impetus

% .
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to the growth to the conruction and service sectors. Chart 10, Goverr-

inert Expenditures, and Table 5, Government Expenditures, capture the

move ments cf government expenditures. Although the percentages of

government expendtUres of each government function are erratic, there

ae definite trends. Chart 11, Government Expenditures (Trends), shows

the trend movements from the "Smoothed" data from Table 5. Overall,

udnce 1959, political expenditures fell as sodal expenditures rose. This

trend chart cleady shows the dramatic rise in socal welfare exp

as a percentage of the increasing Pie of government income. The percen-

tage of economic development expeni-tures has fucbuated, but coraidering

the four--fo] increase in government income during this period, a static

percentage function represents a large inrease indeed.

Agriculture made some small gains during this period, although,

overall, it was still the weak link in the economy. It was still adversely

affected by the petroleum sector by its high wages which drew agricul-

.ral labor and resulted in lower output. Petroleum's foreign exchange

earnings continued to allow Venezuela to import foodstuffs.

This sector grew slightly from 1958 to 1965 as a result of a

larger share of public resources allocated to agricultural investment and

credit. Agriculture received 6.0% of government expenditures in 1959 and

this figure increased to 10.4% by 1965.31 The government also instituted

basic reforms in rural areas, such as land redistribution, extension ser-

vices, and social overhead facilities (market roads, storage facilities). Up

to 1965, 20% of the rural population had benefitted from the land redistri-

• .•
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bution effort.32

The growth of agricu]ture slowed after 1966, as a resilt of

smaller increases in agricultural expenditures. Chart 5, Relative Growth

Indices (Agricultural Production and GDP), shows that after narrowing

their gap in the early 1960's, agricukture fell behind GDP more dramati-

cafly. This increasing gap was due to the relative stagnation of agricul-

tural production compared to the larger GDP from the increased oil

zevnues.

The new economic strategy of the pct-1958 governments

included the plan to industrialize as a means to diversify the economy &nd

to increase employment pombilities. Like other developing sectors,

industry was to be funded by the petroleum revenues. Industrial invest-

ments increased from 2.3% of government expenditures in 1964, to over

5.8% in 1973.33 This revenue was primarily used for industrial credit and

for the creation of an dustr infrastructure.

The increased earrings from the petroleum activity brought

enlarged markets and higher demand. Chart 6, Relative Growth Indices CP.

and GDP), shows that industrial production grew at about the same rate as

GDP up until the huge increases of petroleum income in the early 1970's.

The fastest growing industrial activities were import substitution industries

and capital-intenslve industries,, like petrochemicals, electricity, and heavy

metals.

Foreign exchange from petrcleum was still used to purchase

imported manufactured goods. The government began an import sabstituion

* .. . . .. . . .. . .... .... .. .....
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drive in the early 1960's to diversify the economy. This program affected

the producton of consumption goods (rubber, textiles, beverages, and

leather) and some intermediate goods in the seel, petroleum, and auto

sectors. The import suhed_'tution effort was mainly responsible for the

higher growth of the industrial sector up to the late 1960's. Manufac-

Ituing's percentage of the GDP increased from 14% in 1958 to 18% in

1965. 3 4 After 1966, the import substituton industries reached maturity

and their growth began to wane. This slowdown was caused by the small

omestic market, high labor costs, ie -endes from overproection, and

an uvervalued exchange rate. Petroleum was central in import ubstuion

butmdry's decline - its high labor costs had a demonstration effect

throughout ch'r industries and large oil exports maintained the bolivar in

an overvalued exchange postion.

Most of the progress of industry was in the capital-intensive

areas. Labor's high wages had encouraged industries to become more

capital-intensve. Under government auspices, large-scale industrial

operations developed in forward linkage sectors, such as petrochemicals

and refining; and backward linkage sectors, such as electricity, iron, steel

and consruction.

The katituto Venezolano de Petroquimicas CIVP) was founded in

1956 as a state agency to develop one of the neglected forward-linkages

f petroleum - petrochemicals. The production of nitrogen fertilizer was

one of the largest operations, but other downstream petrochemial indus-

tries that started were sulphuI-c aid, ethane, methane, and propane.

Centered in the industrial area of Ciudad Guyana, the petrochemical

industry grew rapidly. Chart 12, Relative Growth Indices (IP and Nitrogen

-- '-
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Fertilizer Production), shows that this industry grew from 1962 until the

eadly 1970's. its temporary decline was due to some common problems with

state-owned enterprises - political intervention, faulty planning, and

mismanagement.

Petroleum refining slowed in the 1960's mainly because of the

slower rate of extraction of crude. Reining had limited effects because it

is capital-intensive and it required specialized imported capital equipment.

Also, industialized countries preferred to buy crude oil and refine it at

home. Chart 8, Relative Growth Indices CIP and Petroleum Refining

Production), shows its movement.

Funded by petroleum and linked to the high-prority industrial

sector, electricty continued its rapid growth from its beginning in the

1950's. More industrial and urban areas were linked in the national electri-

cal grid. Chart 9, Relative Growth Indices (IP and Electridty Production),

deict the very rapid growth of the electrical sector during this period.

'Cement production, representing construction, grew rapidly in

the 1950's because of Perez-Jiminez' public works programs. Howevr,
4°i

cement production increased duing this period in support of cortruction

activity in the other industrial sectors and the infrastructure. Chart 7,

Relative Growth Indices (IP and Cement Production), depicts its growth.

Under the auspices of the Corporacion Venezolana de Guyana

(CVG), the iron and steel industries made dramatic progress in the 1960's.

These two industries were the foci of the government's efforts for

economic diversification. As basic industries, iron and steel were key links

in the progress of other Venezuelan industries, especially construction.

Chart 13, Relative Growth Indices CEP and Steel. Production) and Chart 14,

-z.
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Relative Growth Indices CP and Iron Production), show the rapid growth of

these irmdiuries after 1960. Both accelerated until the early 1970's, when

growth stagnated. This "quick sput" pattern growth was charactersic of

many import substitution indusres, as cited earlier.

Fcreign Exchange

Petraleum continued to provide abundant foreign exchange for

Venezuela. During this period, petroleum accounted for over 90% of

Verzuela's export earrings. In 1973, it represented 94% of export
4 a 35

earduns. 3

The large influx f foreign exchange served to forestall domes-

tic iniria1 expansion. In concert with Venezuela's high tariff protection,

the high levels of foreign exchange led to an overvalued rate of exchange.

This overA~uation meant that Venezuelan exports were more expensve, so

- ,inLx-es other than petroleum were less likely to develop world markets

4 for their products.

Besides affecting import substitution industries, the overvalued

* rate of exchange, in concert with Venezuela's low tariff for capital goods

and high labor costs, meant that Venezuela's limited demand for capital

goods would be met by imports. Therefore, Venezuela's output of capital

goods was lower, which affected employment and diversification cf the

economy.

Human Reso es

Employment - As a capital-intenve industry, oil required

relatively few workers. Petroleum's productivity was increased riot by
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more workers, but by more investment in capital equipment and, as a

consequence, its employment oo ties declined. The oil industry

" employed 44,000 workers in 1958, but only 24,000 in 1969.36 Although

oher indus grew during this period, many were also of the capital-in-

-tense nature and did rit aborb many workers. The industrial sector's

total percentage of the work force only increased from 18% in 1958 to

23% in 1969. 3 7 The unemployment rate rose from 6.2% in 1950 to 12.7% in

1960, however, it gradually fell to 6.6% by 1969, as the service sector

absorbed more labor.3 8

The lure of a better life in petroleum areas and in its service

areas in the ciies continued to attract rural migrants. Urbanization

continued during this period, though at a declining rate. Urbanization

increased at 4.8% from 1960 to 1970, but it slowed to 4.2% from 1970 to

1980. 3 9 There were few job opportunities in the petroleum and manufac-

turing industries, but the service sector increased its employment. Service

sector jobs increased from 36% of the working force in 1958 to 46% in

1969.40 With the natural increase in population, rapid urbanization added
each year to employment problems, housing shortages, and other facilities

needed for the urban masses.

The shifts in the structure of labor caused by the capital-inten-

.s sve industries reflected an increasing need for skilled workers and a

* -." corresponding decreasing need for unskilled workers. Tn fact, the lack of

human skills was a bottleneck in all sectors during this period.

To combat this bottleneck, the government recognized the need

to invest in human capitalh health, housing, and especially education. The

government used the increased revenue from oil for more scial expendi-

goenetrvnu-oeepni
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tures. Chart 11, Government Expenditures (Trend), shows the increasing

trend of social expenditures. These social expenditures were largely for

health and education. The petroleum wealth has fallen short of meeting

*many rural and urban development needs, but it has made progress in

* health services. Health's percentage of government expenditures increased

from 1.8% in 1960 to 8.4% in 1973. 41 All health-related factors improved

*dLing this period. For example, from 1960 to '977, the population per

physician decreased from 1430 to 930 persons, many diseases, such as

malaria, had been wiped out, and life expectancy increased from 59 to 66

yer-42

Educational expenditures also increased in this period. Table 6,

Education Percentage of Government Expenditures, shows education's

larger share of government expenditures. Education represented only 6% of

the 1959 budget, but it increased to 19% by 1974. Therep was educational

emphasis at all levels, but the priority went to secondary schools and adult

education. The main purposes were to generate skills needed in the

market and to increase the potential for greater worker productivity. This

emphass had encouraging results - from 1950 to 1970 the literacy rate

increased from 52% to 77%.43

In addition to an increased educational budget, there were also

sctural reforms. Universities changed their curriculum from the tradi-

tional law/humanities base to more technical and scientific Selds, such as

petroleum engineering. So, university graduates were better prepared for

the employment needs of Venezuelan industries.

The petroleum sector also affected Venezuela's distribution of

income pattern, which is one of the most unequal ones of industrializing

4l"
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nation. In 1970, the bottom 20% of the population received only 3 % of the

national income, while the top 20% received 54% of the income. 4 4  The

sowing of petmleum's wealth has not pLoduced an adequate basis for social

uid eonomic progress.

Peroleum workers are in the top 10% of Venezuelan income

earners. 45 However, nonmarket forces explain this sector's high wages -

Venezuela's labor laws required high wages and generous benefits for

petroleum workers.

By the demonstration effect of petroleum's high wages to other

sectors, indusial wages were high. However, low-productivity agricul-

ture's wages were stl very low. For example, in 1960, the average

wage-earner in Caracas received 15,000 bolivares/year, while the average

rural worker received only 1,500 boliv-res/year. 46  This inequality of

income distzibution had the effect of preventing a mass market from

developing in Venezuela, with its negative effects for industrial expansion

that I explained above. Additionally, this soco-economic dual structure

can aggravate social and political problems into issues of a much larger

order magnitude, such as guerrilla and class warfare.

4.

4.
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THE ECONOMY 1974 TO 1977

Peroleu m Operations

Two events have overshadowed all others in the petroleum sector

from 1973 to 1978 - the quadrupling of oil prices in 1973/74 and the nation-

alizaion of the petroleum industry in 1976. The outbreak of war in the

Middle East in October of 1973 led to the control of cl prices by OPEC

and its quadrupling of oil prices in late 1973/74. The government took over

the private oil companies with the 1976 nationalization, under the newly-

formed, state-owned petroleum company, Petroleos de Venezuela (Petroven).

Due to lower reserves, Venezuela's crude oil production contLnued

its decline that started in the mid-1960's. Chart 1, Venezuelan Cride

Production, shows this movement. This decline in production caused budget-

ary problems up until the Autumn of 1973, when the four-fold pice

increases took effect and brought in substantially greater income. Chart 3,

Total Revenue, shows this increase in revenues after 1973. As Chart 2, Oil

Receipts as a Percentage of Government Revenue, shows, oil's contribution

to government income fluctuated, but remained very high. The petrK eum

earnings provided the government with the means to develop the economy,

but the earnings also increased Venezuela's dependence on ail. After 1973,

government income and economic progress depended even more on decisons

and events in consuming countries.

The increase in government revenue from the oil "bonanza"

caused an expan.ve phase in the general economy from 1974 to 1977. After

its relative decline in the previous period, petroleum again became the

leading sector of the economy. Its expanson, in the form of increased

37
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revenues, set in motion a chain of requirements in all domestic sectors,

except agriculture. Substancial overall progres was made up until 1977,

when distortions became evident in the economy. The major forward

linkages were in natural gas, petrochemicals, tanker fleet, and construction.

As in the previous period, backward linkages were limited because the local

purchase of goods and services was small compared to the revenue provided

to the government by the oil operations.

Public Sector

Taxes - Taxes on the petroleum companies continued to increase

up until nationalization took effect in January 1976, when the government

took control of the foreign oil companies.

Presently, the individual tax rates are progres.ve and low. These

low rates mean that more income is released for individual consumption.

Table 7, Individual Tax Rates, shows the applicable rates. For example, an

income of up to 80,000 bolivares is taxed at less than 11%.

Income - The quadrupling of the oil price in 1973/74 caused

Venezuelan income to skyrocket. Chart 3, Total Revenue, shows the 3ump in

revenue from 19 billion -irrent bolivares in 1973 to 46 billion curent

- . bolivares in 1974, after which, revenues stagnated due to a decline in

* Venezuelan oil production. Petroleum revenues continued to constitute a

high percentage of government income. Chart 2, Oil Receipts as a Percen-

ti tage of Government Income, shows the result of the 1973/74 price increase

as oil receipts composed a greater percentage of revenue - 85% in 1974.

Expenditures - By its expenditures from the increased ail

revenues, the state continued to be the chief agent of economic growth
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during this period. The flood of petroleum monies after 1973 had a profound

effect in providing more funds for development plans and in forming new

i tutions to channel the funds for best use. In "sowing the petroleum"

duLrng this period, the government's plans 'were eentiaILy the same as the

previous period: 1) the construction of a social and ecormic infrastucture,

2) the provison of social services, and 3) the support the private sector.

The trend of the allocation of government expenditurRs was

generally the same as in the previous period. Chart 11, Government Expend-

itures (Trend), shows the general movements. Chart 10, Government

Expenditures, and Table 5, Government Expenditures, capture the yearly

fluctuations. The relative fall in the ercentages of social and political

expenditures and the sharp rise in .coomic expenditures in 1974 indicate

that mcst of the increased oil revenies from the 1973/74 price increase

immediately went for economic development. However, political expendi-

tures (defense, the bureaucracy, and the police) soon caught up and got

their "share" of the increased financial assets. Likewise, after a drop in the

percentage of social .spending (education, health, social security, and

housing), it soon rebounded to recapture its former percentage of

expenditures.

More funds have gone into development plans for social welfare

and the economic infrastructure. The exact amounts spent on each sector

have fluctuated, but together they have accounted for about 65% of

S".government expenditures. (See Table 5, Government Expenditures.) Social

" sector spending included monies for education, health, social security, and

housing. Economic spending includec' monies for industry, the infrastxuc-

ture, and agriculture. Infrastructure expansion included projects for the

* *- v . --
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railroad, port improvements, communications, and electricity.

The increased oil revenues alm were used by newly-created state

financial institutions to channel oil funds for best use. The largest instu-

tion was the Fondo de Inveimiones VenezCana (FIV) or the Venezuelan

Inve.stment Fund. It was organized in 1974 to receive oil monies and to

identify priorities for development and has received at least 50% of all oil

income since its conception. FIV's initial plans were to expand the economic

* infrastructure, the merchant fleet, petrochemicals, oil refining, steel, iron,

aluminum, cement, and mining. Even with this ambitious lineup, there were

still excess funds! The FTV invested these funds abroad in an attempt to

cool inflationary pressures. These funds went to organizations such as the

IM F and the World Bank. With declining oil production and oil revenues in

1975, Venezuela then called these funds home for domestic use. Oil monies

also went to other newly-created organizations, sach as the Institur-o

Nacional de Vivienda (National Iousing Insitute), the Banco de Trabajadores

(Worker's Bank), Corporacion Venezolana de Guyana (Venezuelan Corpora-

tion of Guyana), and the Empresa Nacional de Pesca (National Fishing

Enterprise). As will be analyzed in the next chapter, Venezuela's develop-

ment plans turned out to be too ambitious and resulted in severe distortions

of the economy.

Agriculture

In spite of greatly enlarged funds for agriculture provided by the

petroleum earnings, agricultural output has continued to stagnate. The

government alltted funds for grain storage facilities, irrigation, market

roads, and credit funds. However, agricultural production increased only a
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minimal amount. Chart 4, GDP/Capita and Agricultural Production, and

Chart 5, Relative Growth Indices (GDP and Agcultural Production), show

that agricultural production constituted only a small proportion of the

GDP. Their gap widened considerably after the increase in GDP from the

1973/74 oil price rises.

There has been a cortnued reliance on imported foodstuffs -

almcst half o domesac orsumption was imported during this period. 4 7

Agricultur generates only 6 % of the G DP, yet it employs 20% of the work

force in this low-poductivty, low-wage sector. 48  .hy have the petroleum

revenues been unable to transform agriculture? In spite of the massive

funds allocated for this secwr, the sructurx of the economic system has

not hanged. The ands iave not been able to erase the structural differen-

ces between ttus rurai ccupation vexA/s the lure of high wages, generous

social benefits, and gredter econo,uc opportunities of the oil sector and its

services in urban areas. So, agriculture suffers from an acute labor

"-- sortage. To increase produztivity, the agricultural sector needs a cons-

ta.t policy that will proide for technical aid, an increase in cultivated

land, rural infrastuct-e, a lomestic market, easy credit, more storage

facilities, follow-up c government funds, and better administration.

Inbty

The government's economic policy in the 1970's helped to

promote industry by: 1) the construction of an economic infrastructure, 2)

government purchases from industry, and 3) 5-narial measures, like boans

and sibe id . Industrial expenditures by the government increased in

percentage from 6.5% in 1979 to 8.0% in 1977.49 "Sowing the petroleum" in

'-. ' """-"- " ." "" " - " " "" -
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the 1970's for industry meant using these increased revenues for diversifi-

cation to reduce dependency of the economy on oil revenue. So, industrial

development was a big prority after 1973 as the government formed huge,

state-owned companies with large capital investments. As a resilt, indus-

tal development grew rapidly (11% per year) up until 1978. 50

The four-fold increase of oil prices and consequent increase in oil

revenue had a profound impact on the industrial sector. The increase in

income had the effect of creating instant demand. Industry suffered from

this rapid distortion of the structure of the economy. The limited industrial

expanion of the previous period could only satisfy a small part of the

newly-created demand, so this demand went towards imported industrial

products. Manufactured imports increased 5% from 1968 to 1973, 27% from

1973 to 1976, and 57% in 1977! 51 The beneficial linkage effects from this

movement went more to foreign manufacturers, not to Venezuelan indus-

tries. Also, industrial expansion was again limited by familiar problems: lack

of skilled labor and insufficient infrastructure (ports, electricity, transpor-

tation) to support any great expansion.

Although not directly linked to petroleum, one event did set up

the structure to enlarge Venezuela's small market - Venezuela's entrance

into the Andean Pact in 1974. This provisions of this pact removed some

*. * imitations on Venezuela's small domestic demand and consumption. With a

larger market, industries would have a greater economy of scale. However,

the beneficial effects of this agreement have been damped by political

manueverings.

The revenue from the oil price increases generated many linkage

effects in the industrial sector. The main forward linkage effects were in

4... .•



natural gas, petrochemicals, oil tanker fleet, and construction. Under the

. state-owned oil company, Petroleos de Venezuela (Petroven), Venezuela

developed its natural gas industry and began work on the development of a

Venezuelan merchant marine to take advantage of its oil that goes abroad

in foreign tankers. Under the national petrochemical company, Petroquimica

de Venezuela, the government has given high pnority to more divexr.fica-

tion within this sector. Representative of this sector, nitrogen fertilizer's

statistic show a rapid increase in growth. Chart 12, Relative Growth

Indices aP and Nitrogen Fertilizer Production), depicts the great increase in

petrochemical production. Petroleum monies facilitated an increase in

construction up to about 1976. To provide more services for the urban

migrants that the oil industry and related services had attracted, public

housing was high on the government's list of prodties, and between 1972

and 1976, the public construction rate doubled. 52 Chart 7, Relative Growth

Indices (IP and Cement Production), shows the increase in cement produc-

tion in the early 1970's.

In other areas, those sectors associated with the economic

iastructure, like the telephone, electrical, and railroad industries,

continued their expansion. Centered in the industrial area of Ciudad

-.. Guyana, heavy metal's growth slowed while aluminum's increased. The heavy

metals, iron and steel, still stagnated from the "quick spurt" growth effect
-5

of the previous period. Petroleum refining continued to mirror the decline

in crude production. Chart 1, Venezuelan Crude Production, and Chart 8,

* .iRelative Growth (IP and Petroleum Refining Production), depicts their

Amilar curves.
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Foreign Exchange

Petroleum continued to provide massive amounts of foreign

exchange for Venezuela. During this period, the petroleum sector continued

to provide over 90% of Venezuela's export earrings. 5 3  Chart 15, Oil's

Foreign Exchange Earnings, sows the big jump in foreign exchange earrings

from 18 billion bolivares in 1973 to 45 billion bolivares (constant 1973

bolivares) in 1974 as a result of the oil price increases.

In ealier periods, foreign exchange limited industrial growth, bit

the massLve influx ct foreign exchange in this period had a great effect on

domestic manufacturing. As explained under ' Trxustry", the abundant foreign

exchange served to stmulate industrial expansion.

.. Human Resources

Since the great rise of oil income in 1973/74, vast government

resources have gone into the social services. In fact, Venezuela has moved

from primary (oil) to tertiary emphasis (seC ices) in production and employ-

ment. In 1980, social services had the largest piece of the government pie -

,., 38%. 5

Education - Petroleum revenues have continued to fund educa-

tional reforms. Education's share of government expenditures decreased

from 19% in 1974 to 14% in 1977, however, total spending increased from
•4.2 billion bolires to 5.9 billion bolivares (constant 1973 bolivares) in

55
thoe same years. Educational reforms continued from the previous

period, bit problems still remained. Venezuela's educational system has not

produced enough skilled managers, tehcnicians, and workers to meet the

demands of national industries, particularly the petroleum industry. The

.- C .. . . .
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rapid economic growth s~nce 1973 has exasperated the human resource

1-x-ttlenecks to ecoromic- growth. For example, between 1975 and 1980,

Venezuela needed 3000 petroleum engineers, buit the schools pr~oduced only

a few. 5 6

-C6.



THE DISTOR TIIONS AFTER 1977

The increased oil revenues after 1973/74 provided massive funds

* - for genuine economic development. President Perez used these funds for

- - general expansion and diversification of the economy via public sector

pedig. The sudden wealth was used to) finance an overrdght industrializa-

tion program, caled CO R EPLA N, that was to develop large-scale industries

lik~e steel, aluminum, hydroelectricity, and automobiles. However, the plan

was too ambitious. it called for faster rates of growth than were possible.

The lavish sending had created distortions (large foreign debt, inflation,

and unemployment) which were evident by 1977 and have continued to

affect the economy up to the present.

I4

After the four-fold rises of 1973/74, the price of oil slackened in

1975 (See Chart 16, Oil Prices). This was caused by an oil glut, as

pr-oducing countries increased output to take advantage of the increased

piices. However, Venezuela could riot easily increase output as her easly-

accesible reserves were low. Chart 1, Venezuelan Crude Production, shows

* this decline in Venezuelan cil production. other reasons for the oil glut

were: conservation measures and efforts towards alternate energy sources

by consumer countries, the beginning of the world-wide recesson, and

increased Venezuelan domestic consumption of oil. The increased oil

earnings after 1973/74 had stimulated domestic industries, which now

needed more electricity and fuel oils. Ths effects served to increase

domsic oil consumption. However, this increase cut into oil available for

export, so oil exports declined. Table 8, Venezuelan Oil Consumption, shows

46
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these movements. So, for Venezuela, lower oil prices and lower oil exports

meant lower earnings.

Petroleum earnings stimulated the growth of the economy from

1973 to 1977. The flood of monies after 1973/74 helped to increase the

GDP/capita. Also, the stagnation of oil earnings after 1976 (See Chart 15,

Oil's Foreign Exchange Earnings) affected GDP/capita's growth. Table 9,

Per Capita GDP Growth Rates, shows the increase in GDP/capita up until

*1976 and its decline to the present. Besdes the worsening economy due to

lower oil earnings, GDP/capita is, of course, affected by the population

growth. Venezuela has a very high rate of population growth - 3.7%, which

puts additional pressure on the maintenance of economic growth. 57

In spite of the the stagnation of total revenues, the government

was committed to a high level of expenditures, so it borrowed from foreign

sources to keep up its commitments. Imports increased greatly after the

1973/74 oil price rises. Fueled by the increased petroleum earnings, there

was an increased demand for consumption goods and for expensive capital

goods imports for developmental projects. Demand for imports increased

5.1% from 1968-1973, 27% from 1973-1976, and 56% in 1977.58 Venezuela

required regular oil price increases to meet the rising costs of imports, but

the stagnation of the oil price and Venezuelan oil exports brought lower

revenue and, consequently, balance of payments difficulties. The gap

batween revenues and expenditures as shown on Chart 17, Total Revenues

and Expenditures, was met by foreign borrowing. Table 10, Foreign Debt,

shows the great increase in foreign borrowing by Venezuela snce 1976. The

oil price increases of 1979/80 significantly improved Venezuela's balance cf

payments and helped to reduce borrowing needs.

* r* *
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In addition to substancial foreign borrowing, inflation was also a

resilt of the increased oil revenues after the 1973/174 and 1979/80 oil price

*rises. From 1970 to 1973, the economy's stable situation from the pre-

ceeding years still prevailed and, as shown on Table 11, Evolution of

Domsic Prices, the average annual increase in consumer's prices was less

than 4%. In 1973/74, government revenues increased three-fold from the

inraein oil prices (see Chart 3, Total Revenue). Although part of this

new income was frozen in foreign accounts, government expenditures more

than doubled from 1973 to 1974 (see Table 5, Government Expenditures).

These expenditures greatly increased the money supply and consumer

demand, which could only be partially satisfied by the limited expansion of

domstc industries and by the importation of foreign goods. As a result of

this process, domestic prices increased sharply in 1974 and 1975.

The government attempted to hold back this inflation by a series

of monetary and price controls. In fact, the government had some success,

as domestic price inflation waned up to 1979 (see Table 11, Evolution of

Domesic Prices). However, the 1979/80 oil price rises again increased

government revenues and corresponding government expenditures (see C hart

17, Total Revenues and Expenditures). This resulted in another bout with an

inflationary siral- Unlike the limited government success in rolling back

inflation after 1974, inflation continued to worsen after 1979 because of

political prssres. Labor union pressure on the legislature in late 1979

caused the legislature to grant across-the-board wage rises from 5 to 30

per cent. 5 9

The effects of the battle against inflation are compounded by the

resulting tight monetary policy and high interest rates, which hold back
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economic growth. This effect is seen on Table 9, Per Capita GDP Growth

Rates, as the economy has registered negative per capita GDP growth since

1978.

The third distortion created by the bonanza of petroleu't monies

from the two price rises is that of unemployment. The sudden wealth after

1974 was used to finance an overnight industrialization program. These

efforts went into capital-intenave projects, like steel and aluminum, that

created few jobs. There is no lack of lower level personnel available, but

the need is for experienced management and technical personnel

The battle against inflation has caused unemployment to nise.

First, the 1979 acrossthe-board wage hikes led to a rise in unemployment

as firms chose not to fill job vacancies. Also, as the oil price dropped (see

Chart 10, Oil Prices) the slow growth policy implemented by the Herrera

government during 1979 and 19Efl shelved or postponed construction projects

and other government contracts. Thousands of Jobs were lost in this

slowcbwn. So, the lower economic growth, led by the drop in petroleum

earnings, has resulted in fewer jobs. These movements are shown in Table

12, Unemployment.

L
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CONCLUSIONS

Viewed as either a blessing or a curse, petroleum was Venezuela's

leading sector and brought about the development of the Venezuelan

economy in four distinct phases: 1) up to 1958, when the economy was still

backward and cl revenues were spent on current public expenditures, 2)

1958 to 1973, when the new political leadership re-allocated petroleum

-, revenues among the developmental and social sectors, 3) 1974 to 1977,

when the increased al revenues generated economic development over a

wide front, and 4) 1978 to the present, when the huge increases in oil

revenue created distortions in the economy in the form of a large foreign

debt, inflation, and unemployment.

The analysis of the main linkage effects of Venezuela's leading

sector now brings me to draw several conclusions. Under the impact of oil

revenues, the Venezuelan economy has undergone a quantum change in

dimer.on and complexity. However, the economy is still dependent on ail-

The most recent demonstration of this dependency was the basing of

CORDEPLAN on expected oil revenue, which didn't mateaLize, with the

resultant negative growth for Venezuela in per capita terms since 1978. Tht

scope of the state in the economy, via public sector spending, has been

greatly enlarged. The catalytic role of the government brought about a

carry-over of linkage effects from the petroleum exports to other sectors

of the economy. As evidenced by the distortions after 1978, the perfor-

mance of the public sector is crucial in determining the progress of

economic development. However, there is stll a need to keep public

50
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expenditures in line with actual fiscal revenue.

With an eye towards the future, besides the need to resolve the

problems of the large foreign debt, inflation, and unemployment, there are

other bottlenecks to overcome: Venezuela lacks a diversified economy,

public sector management must become more adroit, the agricultural sector

stil lags, there is a need for a more skilled workforce, income distrton

inequities must be balanced, and advanced technology will be needed to

reach the presenly-inaccesible petroleum reserves.

*.1'



-ABLE

Peroleumr :a:x Rate$

Years Oresicential Periodj o I i v a re ta r r-

1917-35 G-en. Vincenrte Gomez .4

1936-40 Gen. -opez Contreras

1941-45 Gen. Mecina Angarita .36

1946-48 Acrion Democratica 1.78

1949-52 Military junta 2.15

1953-57 Gen. ;r-rez Jiminez

1958 Military Junta 2.25

1959-63 Sr. Betancourt 2.98

1964-68 Dr. -eoni 4.03

1969-73 Dr. Caldera 5.80

Source: Appenci.x A

Reprodued fro
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Ur:,an, ::zat1i,-,o :r.

CLes s -z ?t-eu !at iclr,
Year Rra. Ur.ar,

1936 65.2 34.8
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I.

TABLE 6

Eoucatlon Percentage of Government Expeno itures

Year 1Cuc. Z Year Eauc..

1959 6.2 1968 12.9
1968 W.2 1969 -.7

1961 7.9 1970 16.2
2962 9.2 197! '5.7
1963 1A., 1972 17.5
1964 12.4 1973 16.6
1965 6.9 1974 9.7

1966 7.8 1975 :3.6
1967 12.7

Source: Appencix A
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A8LE 7

Incivi:' 7,1y ~aieS

incomTe Between iate
(M8's bo;;Vares!

8 LO 4
28 le 7
38 50 9
58 N8 1
8e 1 12

128 288 14
288 q@8

* 38 5j 21
588 8W@ 24

9 8ee 1288M2
1200 2808 3 1

288 388 34
388 588 38
5080 988 41
over 88on 45

Source: Appenaix A
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Pe-_-r Capita GDP Gr:,wth Ra-es

Year % Year.
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - ---- - - - - -

1974 2.3
.975 1980
1976 4.6 I981 -
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TABLE 0

.lri Debt
.''" (M, ~I c ,:rs ,cf Currer - D,:,' Jars)

I f

Year 1973 1974 1975 1976 m,:?77

, 920 774 758 3328 4770

Year 1978 1979 960 196*

5 7337 832 9768 20000 20000
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CHART 2

OIL RECEIPTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF GOVERNMENT INCOME
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CHART 4

X GD,/CAPITA AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION-

LOG i (GDP IN CONSTANT 1968 BOLIVARES)
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CHART5

RELATIVE GRO~.JH INDICES
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CHART 6

RELATIVE GROWTH INDI CES
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CHART 7

RELATIVE GROWTH INDICES

(194B=IN)
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CART 8

RELATIVE 6ROWTh. RAES
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RELATIVE 6ROWTH INDICES(196=0g
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i C-4ART 11i
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CHART 12

RELATIVE GROWTH INDICES
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CHART 13

RELATIVE GROWTH INDICES
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CHART 15

OIL'S FOREIGN EXCHAN6E EARNINGS

(BILLIONS OF CONSTANT 1973 BOLIVARES)
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CHART 16
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Venezuela's democractic sysem is well-edablished, strong, and

iabe. I is haamcterzed by a multiparty system dminated by two moder-

ate parties which riot have distinctly different outloos. Political

cempaiqnLng will dominate the political life until the December 1983

p ,enia electio s, when the opposition candidate from the Accion

Democractica Party, Jaime Lusinchi, is expected to win. However, current

polices are unliJey to cange significantly.

The economy is dominated by oil. it coribtes most of the

government revenue, export earnings, and a large portion of the GDP. The

wodd receson and the softening of oil poces have hurt Venezuela's

economy - 1982 was the fourth corsecutive year of stagnation. The major

economic isste is the reschedlng of the $30 billion foreign debt, with $13

billion maturng this year. The IMF's conditions for rescheduling the debt

inclJud several belt-tightenng measues. Other problems are: inflation,

lack of economic growth, and unemployment. Heightened by the upcomiong

electiors, these problems will require that politically difficult decLsons be

made.

Venezuela will expand its oil investments to ensure that its

produive capacity can be suained in the fute. Long-term prospects

for foreign invetment in the oil sector look good. However, in the short-

term, 1 jis will be impaired by an expected tax increase, devaluation,

Incesmd wage cs, and uncertain government policies. Potential

invegots should avoid new commitments until these conditons improve.
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Environmental Risk Analy~s

THE RECENT PAST

in 1959, aftr more than a century of olitical struggle, retion, cvil

war, and mltary -dictatorship, Venezuela establised a democrac-

tic regime which has functioned with relative smoothness. Since

that time, trtcutl factors in the the =ktutionaization of this

plitical system have been the pragmatism of political parties and

the distribution of petroleum earnings to satisfy group demands.

The two dominant political parties, Aocion Democratica and the

Cistian Democractic Party (COPED, have supported the demo-

cractic system and have alternated control of the presdency.

During the 1970's, sgnificant events affecting overall perfor-

mance were: the oil price res of 1973/74, the nationalization of

cil companies operating in Venezuela in 1976, and a second round

of ol pri increases in 1979/80. Increased revenues from the il

sector allowed Venezuelan governments to avoid difficult

Ira by being able to satis-y demands from different groups.

Under Carlos Andres Perez, the Accion Democratica president

from 1973 to 1978, Venezuela lavished neary 50 billions dlla

of il revenues on a wide variety of developmental projects.

There were some gains up to 1977, as the GNP rose, prices

remained steady, and unemployment fell. But mismanagement,

ccrution, and oe dy-amitious development plans led to a large

foreign debt, inflation, and high unemployment by 1978.2 In 1978,
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Luis Herrera Campmis was elected presien and inherted a host

of economic, oitical, and sxcal problems from his predeer.

He pledged a government of austerity and discIpline, with the

baic strategy of coaling down the economy while promoting a

gradual recovery based on increased oil revenues. The oil price

uies of 1979/80 helped iance this program, but the cl price

Eagnation and decline of 1982 again brought to the fore such

problems as the size of the foreign debt, infLation, and unemploy-

menrt In the mearime, suppozt for Herrera and his political

paxty, the Chrisian Democrats (COPED, has waned due to their

inablity to solve these huge problems. InBation has increased

3from 11% in 1981 to over 25% in 1983, unemployment rose from

10% in 1981 to 13.5% in 1982, 4 and the short term foreign debt

reached 13 bilion dolla in 1983. 5 OveralL, Herrera's administra-

ton has failed to make any real soda' or economic progress

during its fast four years in ffice.

INFLUENCE GROUPS

General - The most important influence groups in Venezuela are the

political parties, the private sector, labor, the military, the

bureaucracy, the Church, and the urban pcor. The main mechan-

ism for pursuing demands and reconciling conficts is the political

party system, so the political parties are the mos powerful and

irMuntia1 of the groutz. As the December 1983 preddental

election approach, all groups, but eqciaIy the parties, are

.*. ..... r *.**--* *. .-*o- - .... . . . . .. .- .*.. . . . ..
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manuveing for increased influence.

Political Parties

Accion Democzatica (AD) - Starting from ]eftist origens, AD has moved to

a move oenzbs postion on the political qpectrum. In fact, both

major poliical parties (AD and COPED have similar pcsitios on

several ies: a large state role in Venezuela's mixed economy,

economic divenificaton away from ci, and a more equitable

(Rtribution of national income. However, there are some differ-

ences AD's ]eftist origens mean that it traditionally has the

suppor labor, it is more supportive of polides to subsidize the

poor, and it is suspicious cf private business and foreign inves-

tors. AkJough AD experienced three internal Vlits s~nce 1960, it

is today a strong organization that reaches from the national
A,

level down to all towns. The party has united behind the

candidacy o Dr. Jaime Lu.nchi for president. His nominaton was

the ealt of some political trade-cffs enginered to garner the

94port cf the labor. If AD wins the upcoming election, labor is

dkely to play a large role in the policymaking proce. LtzLnchi's

economic pohae are expected to be more expansioni, wih

heavier borrowing ahroad and higher labor osets.

Chriatian Social Party (COPE) - Starting from a more conservative point

with support from the Church and pzivate bus.neis, COPa like

AD, has moved towards the center. it has worked to penetrate

labor unions and peasant ozganizations to develop a national,

gras-ots organization. COPEI differs from AD in that COPEI is

A,
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generally more sympathetic Of business interes and more

favorable to foreign investment. COPEl currently has internal

dvinions that will undermine its chances cf staying in power

beyond the 1983 elections. Prescdent Herrera backed the

candidacy of Rafael Montes de Oca, while the other faction,

under Rafael Caldera and Eduardo Fernandez, backed Rafael

Caldera. Although the party settled with the nomination of

Rafael Caldera, Montes de Oca's aggresve bid for the nomination

created a sexious rift in the party ranks. In addition to this

internal division, the general disatisfaction with Herrera's govern-

merit and the current economic problems mean that Caldera is the

underdog in the elections. He has already begun to dissodate

himself from the economic poliies of Herrera, but, if elected, he

would favor foreign inwstment and private isness.

Movement Toward Socialism (MAS) - This party is the strongest of the

fragmented parties that consitute the political left. M AS is a

radical, non-Marxist leftist party that advocates nationalism,

cdass struggle, and social revolution. It tries to portray the image

of a non-Communist party that is open and fLexible. Although it

appeals to Venezuela's "have-nots", MAS has not done well in

elections - it received only 4% of the vote in the 1978 pres.den-

tial elections.6  There are many low-income voters who would

crdirnay be attracted by M AS's poli.ies, but the growth of

oil-generated income in Venezuela has expanded such that

virtually all the important groups have a reason to support the

system. However, the careless pending and blatant corruption of
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zecent AD and COP E governments provides a footing for radical

change. The posibily of a weak oil market and harsh condiLtions

to re-fnance Venezuela's foreign debt could contribute to an

improved showing of MAS at the polls this December. MAS's

sandard bearer for this year's election is its founder, Teodoro

Petkcff. It is very unlikely that M AS would win this year's

pre dential election, but if M AS should come to power, it would

seek to nationalize more industries and '%pose tighter regulatior

for fireign investors.

Other Political Parties - HAtorcally, the min darties of the left have

had Ittle infLuence and it is unlikl . any party would be

able to challenge AD or COPEL There are several parties of the

left with little popular backing. Some are the People' Electoral

Movement (MEP), the Nationalist Civic Crusade (CCN), the

Democractic Republican Union (URD), the Communist Party of

Venezuela (PCV), the United Communist Vanguard (VUC), and the

Movement of the Revolutionary Left (MIR).

Private Sector

Federacion de Camaras y Asodaciones de Comercio y Produccion

(FEDECAMARAS) - This group is the met powerful and influen-

tial bsod group in Venezuela. I is a generally unified vice of

the entire pivate sector and has over 200 affliated asociations,

such as livestock, heavy industry, commerce and services. It

regulates the affairs of its sectors and represents the private

sector's -nterest to the state and the public. it is closely tied to
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the two major parties and is regulady included in their discus-

sions. However, FEDECAMARAS has not had much success in

gaiing its demands. For example, it opposed Venezuela's entry to

the Latin American Free Trade Association (LAFTA) and the

Andean Pact. President Herrera's uncertain leadership and

confusing and contradictory economic policies have alienated

FEDECA MARAS and other private busines groups. Theexchange

contros have led to a scarcity of dolla s. Continued inflation,

alorg with pice controls means less profits. Import controls mean

less foreign competition, but also a citical shortage of raw

materals and industrial components. The high interest rates and

the huge foreign debt mean that virtually no local credit is

*available. FEDECAMARAS feels that its businesses are being

forced to beat the brunt of the country's economic crisis. It

favors a two-tiered xchange control system as the vehicle for

starting to straighten out Venezuela's economic problems (also an

IMF condition fc,- restructuring Venezuela's foreign debt). In the

upcoming election, FEDECAMARAS is concerned about the role

that labor would piay in Lusinchi's administration, and would

prefer to see Caldera as president. FEDECAMARAS is generally

supportive of foreign investment.

Family Entrepreneurial 3roups - As the Venezuelan economy expanded in

the 1940's, a small number of family entrepreneurs, already

established in land-based wealth, also expanded their activies

into industries. Today, these families (Mendozas, Vllmers, and

others) control much of the Venezuelan economy. These family

. 4.
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groups are not represented by any particular organization, bu.t

they influence the political proc through their political and

economic connections. There is personal and ecoomic rivalry.

between these failies, and so this roup is not a monolithic

block. Generally, these entrepreneurs are conservative and
S..

support COPE however, they have a pragmatic, busines outlook

toward the political process and towards perceived threats to

their family's welfare.

Pro-Venezuela - Much smaller and less influential than FEDECAMARAS,

Pro-Venezuela represents mainly medium-Eized busLnesses. It is a

nationalitc and anti-foreign organization that supports govern-

meit plans and tends to discourage foreign investments.

Labor Unions

Confederacion de Trabajadores (CTV) - After the political parties, labor

unions are the most organized forces in Venezuelan politics. The

* labor movement is strong and compdses over 60% of the

workforce of 3.5 million. 7  The CTV is the largest union and

represents almost all of the 5000 legally recognized unions in

Venezuela. With unemployment at a level of 13%, the CTV has

recently been concerned with Job security rather than excessive

benefits. 9 The CTV has been traditionally allied with AD and it

certainly supports AD for the December 1983 elections. In return

for labor's electoral support, AD selected CTV's Manuel Penalver

as the Secretary-General of the party. Should AD win the

upcoming elections as expected, CT V's influence will reach an

-.p .,~p.~
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u'xrecedented high. The CTV can be expected to push for an

immediate 40% boos in wages, wage indexation, more pce

corrols, a freeze on layoffs, and faster economic expanson.

CTV's influence will be a major conflict in government efforts to

* spending in line with income. The CTV is neutral on the

*isu of foreign investment, however, CTV's ini atives for

worker compensation will increase business operating cots.

Other Unions - Other than the CTV, there are few unions and they wield

li l influence. One union is affiliated with COP EI and another

-. is connected to the Communist Party of Venezuela.

The Military - The armed forces of Venezuela have historically been a key

poitical player. Although the military has governed Venezuela

much of the time since it became independent from Spain, it has

demonstrated a coistent commitment dnce 1958 to aivilian rule.

The total strength of the armed forces is 44,000 men. 1 0  Military

-* expenditures represent 4.5% of the national budget and Venezuela

ranks 70th in the word in military expenditures as a percentage

of GNP. I I It is very unlikely that the military would return to

Poliical power. Since 1958, the civilian governments have dealt

carefully with the military - consulting it on important quesions,

*providing it with modern equipment, and leaving military affairs

to the military professionals. Additionally, the military played the

crucial role in the control of the guerrilla insurrection of the

1960's. The military is concerned with internal secuzity, the

boundary dLsutes with Colombia and Guyana, and the potential

threat of communist insurrection in the Caribbean. Most recently,

...'--. .. '".. .. ... '... -, -; - N" - ?-. - .". ' . .- ". .. " . . . " -.. -
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the government purchased advanced F-16 aircraft from the U.S.

These aircraft would allow Venezuela to help deter communist

activism in the area. The military is already providing for greater

anti-communist security in the Caean as it has trained a*

battalion from El Salvador. The military is neutral on the isue cf

ftreign investment.

The Bureaucracy - The size of Venezuela's public sector has grown cons.d-

erably ance the 1973/74 oil price hikes. The ever-inactasLng il

revenues allowed the government to become more involved in the

economy. Public sector employment provides 1.2 million jobs at

of a total population cf 15 million and 3.5 million employed. 1 2

There are more than 200 state enterznses in existence, with the

larg in petroleum, steel, aluminum, and iron. Some orgarnization

s.h as the petrolum company, PETROVEN, are well-run, while

othes are very inefficient. Most state-owned indLxies fail to

makm a roit.13 Even PETROVEN's once-sacrosanct money

nwar,,s were recently *raided" to cover current expenses and

PETROVEN had to seek foreign flninag list to carry out its

own operations. 1 4  Public sector employment has traditionally

been used as political patronage by the party in power. Some high

level bureaucrats are well-trained, but many middle and lower

level. worker lack the training and experience to make the sector

productive. With the December 1983 elections approaching, the

public sector will mo likely increase in terms of fSnancial

resources and as a source of political patronage.

The Church - A.though Venezuela is a Catholic country, the Church's

..... r p,* .
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influence on politcal life has never been strong. It is tradition-

ally allied with the upper classes and so poses little threat to

soial stability. Recently however, some of the Church hierarchy

has been actively promoing moves for scial change.

The Urban Poor - The urban poor comprse approximately one-third of the

population and are potentially a strong influence group.1 5 Living

in relative poverty, with underemployment and without etia]

social and welfare services, the urban poor might expected to be

an effective, united pressure group. However, such is not the

case in Venezuela. AIL the political parties are represented in the

bard, but the urban poor are generally unorganized and without

any strong links to the political parties. Generally, the urban

poor do have some modern appliances and there is widesread

optinism in the barrin that conditions will improve. They feel

that they have a definite sake in the future economic progress

of the country. Additionally, the large number of illegal immi-

grants from Colombia who take low paying and low satus jbs

serve to elevate the Venezuelan urban poor to a higher satus.

However, should the ol-based Venezuelan economy oontinue to

wcasen, and with cutbacks in government services for the urban

poor, they could definately be a potential trouble spot for the

government. Business related government policies are not

expected to be affected by the urban poor.

CURRENT POLITICAL SITUATION

% %
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Herrera's Government - Pre±den Herrera inherited a host of economic

problems: a growing debt, inflation, and high unemployment. The

recent softening of the internati oil prices, with the resatant

los of oi income for Venezuela, has aggravated Venezuela's

problems. Herrera's govwrnment has had to pare down its develop-

ment plans to accomodate the lower oil income. There is the

perception that Pres.dent Herrera is weak and vacilating, without

any concrete idea of the direction he wants to lead the country.

In face of the lower income, economic mismanagement, and the

word rzcession, the govenment has not been able to achieve any

s.gnifcant social or economic gains and its standing in the local

populazity polls has fallen. A pol conducted in Felruary 1983

&,owed that the AD candidate, Jaime Lusinchi, was well ahead of

COPErs Rafael Caldera. 16 There have been negotiations with the

IMF to restructure Venezuela's short term debt, but faced with

an imminent rout of his party in the forthcoming elections,

Presieint Herrera has sidestepped the IMF curbs on current

expendiures, wage restraints, new taxes, elimination of price

conrrols, and a devalued bolivar. These actions would certainly be

dlsasteroum for COPEI at the polls. Although confidence in the

government has fallen, Venezuela is not beset by other problems

that frequently cause governments to be ousted - guerrlla

warfare, political unrest, and blatant corruption.

Impact of US Relations - Venezuela's most important bilateral relationship

is that with the United States. The essense of this relationship is

economic, in that the US is Venezuela's largest customer of oil7
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In addition to strictly economic affairs, US-Venezuelan interests

coincide in several areas 1) Venezuela is a fellow democracy and

actively promotes democractic intions in the Hemisphere, 2)

the US favors Venezmela's drive toward promcing regional

economic integration that leads to economic growth, and 3) both

ratiors coincide on many polies for Central America - bilateral

aid, supporting the elected government in El Salvador, and

spporM phralism in Nicaragua. However, Venezuela has

increawsgy supported the Contadora Group position for a

negotiated settlement of all parties in El Salvador, in contrast to

the Reagan adminisration's desire for military defeat of the

guerrlas. Any uignificant increase in US military activity in

Cerral America, such as US advisors, could prod the Venezuelans

to distance themselves from collaboration with an imperialist

power. As US-Venezuelan relations have been based on common

objectives and self-interest, bilateral relations have never been

seriously troubled. As demortrated by the stoning of Vice Prea-

dent Nixon's motorcade in Caracas in 1958, there is a strong

andi-Yankee undercurrent. There are some disagreements between

the two nations: 1) the US initially disapproved of OPEC's oil

price hikes (though the US now favors a stable price), 2) the US

support for Great Britain in the Falklands confeicted with

Venezwl's solidarity with Argentina, and 3) agairst US desires,

Venezuela has corm.dered Jining the non-aligned movement.

Relations with Neighbors - Venezuela has numerous regional disputes with

its neighbos. The major problem concerns a border dpute with

. . . .- .--- .-.. -. - + , o. --.. . . . .
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Colomba in the Gulf of Venezuela, which is believed to have

substancia petroleum depcsits. A tentaive agreement was

reached in 1980, but the Venezuelan government failed to onsmult

with the oppostiion party, to pepare public opAion, or to

.* involve the armed forces. Consequently, this agreement was

Avelvd and it remains a senstive poltical issue. An outbreak of

bdlitle is unikely, but Venezuela's purchase of US-built F-16's

could precptate an "arms race" with Colombia. The other border

&;s.te is with Guyana. Venezuela has a long standing claim to

the section of Guyana west of the Eequib River. Both nations

are currently trying to resolve the issue at an international level,

such as with the UN.

In the 1970's, much of Venezuela's oil-based wealth was

used to enlarge its sphere of influence in Central America and

: the Caribe . Venezuela extended approximatley 2.5 billion

*.llar annually for credit and development loans.1 8 Venezuela

has also pushed strongly withi OPEC for greater aid to the

Third Wrld. Recently, Venezuela and Mexico agreed to an exten-

son of the San Jose agreement, which helps other Latin

Amucan countries develop their oil esurces. Consequently,

Venezuela's standing in Central America has become more

powerfuL Venezuela's general view of Central Amexican problems

generally converges with that of the US. The present COPEI

government supports the elected government in El Salvador and

has been giving training support to some El Salvadorean armed

forces. AD opposes such support for El Salvador and if it gains

9,.V ,.l - : :v -.- '- :--.: -.- :..: : .- : :. - . . : -.
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the POeOL&cy, Venezuela's active rle coul change to a more

1MhXn-ff" policy. Relations with Cuba are coal, and Venezuela

s44mets the ati-Sandarnisa forces in Nicaragua.

CURRENT ECONOMIC SITUATION

General Data

National Economic Goals - Herrera's admiz tion esablished a period of

economic transion from 1978 to 1980, during which time

retctive facal and finandal Polides were applied to slow the

growth of the overheated economy inherited from the Perez

* Zrgime. With the 1981-1985 Sixth National Plan, the government

intended to stmulate the economy and had several objectives: 1)

dv ficadn away from cil, 2) develop new oil siplies, 3)

reate 200,000 new jobs per year, 4) altar income distribution,

and 5) improve education, hog, and public services. Cic of

the plan are concerned that it is too ambidous. Like earier

plans, it set its sghts too high and every major project would

fed the impact of the shortage of trained per3onnel, raw

maeal sortages, irndrial ineffiendes, and the political

presare to "inaugurate" a job before the next elections. In retro'-

sect, the c were corect.

Economic Overview - 1982 saw the fourth straight year 'cf economic

stagnation for Venezuela. The adverse impact of reduced petro-

leum earrings caused a decrease in the real GDP. In spite of the
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sagnation of revenues, the government was committed to a high

level of expendites, so it borrowed from foreign sources to

keep up its committments. The total foreign debt has now climbed

to 30 billion -la .19  Ineased efueled inflation

(now at 25%), while unemplcyment suffered (now at 14%) as

developmental funs went into capi:al-intersve Lidustial

projects, that created few jobs.20 Des this trend, imports rose

by 10% in 1981 and 1982, while capital flight depleted foreign

exchange reserves. 21  With an overvalued currency and large

foreign exchange ms, the government stopped foreign exchange

tradLng in February 1983 and izttuted exchange controls, tighter

price corals, and import resrictions. It is an understatement

to say that the Venezuelan economy is entering a dffLcult pexiod.

Petrokum Developments - The petroleum indistry is the cornerst.one of the

Venezuelan economy. The economy's dependence on oil, which

generates about 25% of the GDP and 75% of the government's

revenues, and 95% of export earnings has dictated its perfor-
mance.22 The glut in wrdd oil supplies, OPEC's limitation on

Venezuelan production quotas, and the recent rollback in oil

pdices have reduced Venezuelan oil income and have forced the

government to lower its spending goals. Petroleum will cortinue

to provide the bulk of Venezuela's foreign exchange, but the

petroleum sector's sort-term outlook is uncertain. The govern-

ment expects to earn 13.3 billion &illars in 1983 from petroleum

exports, down from 20.5 billion in 1981 and 17% less than the

cdginal projections.2 3  Planned investment outlays for the
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petroleum sector have been cut by 40%, affecting corstrcion,

engineering, foreign petroleum service firms, and PETROVEN's
long-term ability in terms of production and revenue. 2 4

Trade - Alhough oil has dominated the export trade stat6.tics, the govern-

ment has given priority towars the development of a more

dLverdfid export structure, with peca emphasLs on petrochem-

icals and indusral production. However, petroleum exports

constituted 94% of export earnings (18 billion dollars) in 1980.25

with these large earrings and, up to 1983, saing ol1 prices,

Venezuela has had a favorahe balance of payments, but with the

current debt and exchange crises, the government has resricted
'26

imports to 65% of 1982's imports. 26 However, it is doubtful that

this goal can be achieved, as more than 80 % of imports are

-nntial foodsuffs, industrial raw materals, and capital goods

not produced in Venezuela. As in previous years, the import

restrictions will continue to retard inmustrial growth. Venezuela

has one free trade port, on the Island of Margarita in the

Cazdbean.

Major Exports - Venezuelan exports are primarily

petroleum pdcts (94%), with iron ore, aluminum, coffee, and

cocoa contituting the remainder. 27

Major Imports - The major exports are: machinery and

transport equipment (65%), chemical products (18%), and food-

stuffs, beverages, and tobacco (17%). 28

Trade Partners - The main trade partners are the US

(who provides almcs 50% of Venezuela's imports), Japan, Canada,
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kay, and West Germany. 29

Balance of Payments - Since the 1979/80 oil price hikes,

Venezuela has had an increasingly favrable balance of payments,

however, with the current worid recession, OPEC oil export

quotas, Venezuelan conservation, and the oil. price fall, this

npha will d.minish. In any case, this surphs will be wiped out

by the debt servicng requirements. Mos likely, the current

account will be in defcit this year, but should be manageable.

The great danger is that devaluation fears will feed on them-

salves, creating capital flight.

I~ernationa1 Debt - Venezuela is negotiating with the IMF to reschedule

its 30 biflion dollar foreign debt (13 billion dollars matures this

year).30 International bankers are inssting on two conditions: the

provinon of guarantees for private debtors and the acceptance of

IMF conditions. IMF conditions would involve further cuts in

government spending, currency devaluation, new taxes, and the

elimination f multiple exchange rates, price controls, and import

restrictio. The government wants to reschedule the debt, but

without any conditiors. Faced with an imminent rout of his party

in the December elections, President Herrera has rejected the

linkages of this tough IMF program. Any further budget restraints

and spending cuts would be catastrophic for CO p E Es election

chances. In the meantime, Venezuela has announced a moratorium

on ms principal repayments. Venezuela's debt service ratio of

14.2% compares favorably with those of Mexico (34%), Brazil

(42%), and Argentina (24%), and if Venezuela's debt could be
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consoJidated, i should be perfectly manageable. 31  Regardless of

which party wins in December, most of the IMF's conditin will

probably have to be implemented soon after the election. In

addition to IMF and government resraints, another critcal factor

to watch for the long term is the inevitable world economic

zecovezy and the strengthening of the oil price.

GDP and Is Composition - Venezuela has the highest per capita GDP in

South America - 3,675 dolla (for 1981). 32 As income diibution

is not symmetrical, this figure is subject to wide variation in

dsribadon. Sectol. cotributions to the GDP are: petroleum and

mining - 24%, manufactuing - 16%, transport and communications

- 10%, commerce - 8%, agriculture - 6%, construction - 6%, and

other - 30%.3 3 High population growth and lower than expected

petroleum earnings have resulted in negative per capita growth

cut since 1978. Election year spending may result in a faster

grow .h rate for 1983, but for the longer term, the rate should

stagnate until the wcrld economy and oil prices pick up.

InTi~mtal Production - Due to the increased oil earnings in the 1970's,

government investments in manufacturing yielded expansion in

large scale esource-based industries such as iron, steel, alum-

inum, chemicals, and metal engineering. With the current slump

conditions, the government has shelved many industrial expansion

projects because of their great cost. Manufacturing grew 8% per

year between 1974-1978, but less than 1% since then. 3 5  This

sector is suffering the effects of the economic slowdown. In the

wake of the petroleum sector cutbacks, engineering and
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consulting firms are the casualties. Additionally, capital goods,
:x -druction, steel, iron, and automobiles all suffered as inflation

i' an m~uc nd deman.ou

and unemployment reduced purchasing power and demand. Wikout

increased dl revenues, little or no growth is expected for 1983.

Agicultural. P xbicon - The presence of high wages, social benefits, and

greater economic opportunites of the oil sector have depleted

agdmItag re of productive workers with the result that agriculture

is the low-productivity, low-wage sector. Venezuela depends on

foreign food sources for its food supplies. It imports more than

65% of all food oorumed. 36 Venezuelan agriculture has suffered

from inefficient management and marketing, lack of capital, old

fashioned techniques, and oounterproductive government policies.

.Ag-ic.ltura. production increased 4.5% in 1982, primarily due to

* good weather, but results in 1983 will be less favorable. 3 7

ExaFdan oontrols and the currency devaluation mean higher

production costs, while ptice controls mean reduced profit

margins. The main products are: rice, corn, sorghum, peanuts,

-otton, and sugar cane.

IrDation - By Latin A mezican standards, Venezuela has traditionally been

a low-inflation country, with inflation averaging less than 3% up

to 1973.38 By 1980, inflation reached 20% and it is expected to

39
4.. be 25% for 1983. Due to the increased oil earnings after the

1973/74 and 1979/70 oil price hikes, government expenditures

rose. These expenditures greatly increased the money supply and

cormumer demand, which could only be partially staisfied by the

limited expansion of domestic indusries and by the importation of
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foreign goods. Thanks to tight monetary policies and organized

labor's desire for job security in face of rising unemployment,

inflation eased slightly in 1982, but as the December 1983 presi-

dertial electior near, fiscal expansion could increase the general

price leveL All groups favor actior to control inflation, but with

AD's expected presidential victory, labor will surely push for job

security, wage increases and wage indexation. Iration is

expected to be at least 15 % for the next few years.

Currency Outlook - The sadden plunge of oil prices in 1983 (and anticipa-

ted government revenues) precipitated rumors of devaluation and

exchange controls. Faced with a deteriorating balance of

payments and capital flight, Venezuela recently adopted a three-

tier exchange rate system. Its aim is to isolate certain trans-

actions for a less favorable exchange rate. The preferential rate

of B4.3:$1 is for the amortization of the national debt, buying

essential imports, and dalar transactions of the oil and iron

industries. A second rate cf B6:$l is for nonessential imports. A

third rate will freely float the bolivar against the dollar and is

for travel-related expenditures and for the payment of other

goods and services. The free rate is currently about B10-12:$1.40

This system has caused a great deal of confusion, as the differ-

ence between "essential!' and "nonessential' imports was not

adequately defined. It may be difficult for the bureaucracy to

maintain this segregation in face of a demand for "cheap" dollars,

and the next outcome may be an outright devaluation, as favored

by the Central Bank president and the IM F. A devaluation would

i'-"-- '---';-.. .. .
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push p:ices up more rapidly. Devaluation would also mean a

rescheduling of the debt, so hard currency would become more

scare, resulting in even fewer purchases of imports. The govern-

ment will avoid devaluation at all costs. F EDE CA MAR AS opposes

this three-tier system and has argued for a two-tier system.

BsdErees short-term private debt is generally excluded from the

preferential rate, so woring capital will be a major problem.

Reaction from political parties and the CTV has been mild.

Unemployment - After 1974, the government tried to use the sudden oil

wealth to finance an overnight industrialization program. Much of

*. the money went into capital-intense projects - steel and

aluminum plants - that created few jobs. The 1981-1985 Sixth

National Plan had provisions to create 200,000 jobs per year, but

the current recession, rigid contractionist policies, the abandon-

ment and slowdown of major projects, the influx of illegal

laborers from Colombia, and the exchange controls have combined

to create an unemployment problem. Unemployment rose from

7.1% in December 1982 to 13% in March 1983.41 The current

- price freeze, lack of import parts, and bureaucractic delays at

the foreign exchange office have forced several operations to

shut down, increasing unemployment even more. Unemployment

will continue to be high until Venezuela's oil-based econmy

begins to grow. Venezuelan workers have learned to value job

security, but with the labor-backed AD expected to gain power

in December, it should welcome almost any foreign enterprise

that will bing jobs.

7.~
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Interest Rates - Credit has been tight since 1978, and until 1981, the

government set maximum/minumum interest rates. The surge in

capital flight in 1981 prompted the Central Bank to eliminate all

interest rate ceilings. Current interest rates are 19%, up from

12% before the elimination of ceilings in 1981.42 Closely related

to inflation and defacto devaluation (exchange controls), high

interest rates are an obstacle to economic growth. Business

groups have pushed for easier credit, but for 1983, it will remain

tight. There will be little business investment at least until after

the December elections.

Income Distibution - Venezuela has one of the most concentrated income

distribution pyramids in Latin America. 3% of the income is

received by the bottom 20% of the population, while 54% of the

income is received by the top 20 %.
I

* Human Resource Base

Trainability of Workers - The concentration of unskilled workers in urban

areas results in high unemployment, with corresponding urban and

social problems. The literacy rate is 74%, but it is lower in rural

areas.44 In spite f increased government expenditures for educa-

tion, the lack of a skilled workforce has been a setback for the

industrial development of the country.

Distribution of Labor - Labor distribution is: 20% in agriculture, 27% in
45

industries, and 53% in services. The proportion of the labor

force in low-productivity agriculture remains high. The major

4 ' . *
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export industry, petroleum, is not a large employer of labor.

Rate of Population Growth - Venezuela's annual population growth rate is

3.7%. This is a relatively high rate and its effects are

compounded by the concentration of population in urban areas.

This concentration in urban areas has strained the government's

abiity to provide social services.

Natural Resource Base

IvtrmstrutUre - Venezuela has a good network of freeways, highways, and

public rads, with the result that mos transportation is by truck

and automobile, to the detriment of the railroad system. There

are no. major bottlenecks in the transportation system.

Roads.- The total road networkincreased from 44,000 km

in 1972 to 61,000 km in 1979, of which 22,000 km are first-class

paved highways, 24,000 gravel surfaced, and and 15,000 km

dirt4 7 Caracas is the hub of the road system. it is linked with

the airport, industrial centers, and the ports by excellent

highways. In the 1981-1985 Plan, it is proposed to add 7,000 km

of new roads.

Railroads - The railroads have been neglected and

declining for many years, but ambitious plans have been drawn up

for the their expansion up to 3,000 km. The state-owned railroad

48company runs 197 km of track. The main line connects Baraqui-

".meto with Puerto Cabello.

Air- Air transport in Venezuela is generally good and

,V.%
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the rates are not prohibitively high. The main airline is the state-

owned company, Viasa, which has 70 aircraft. 49 There are 108

permanent surface runways, and 9 have runways over 2,500
meters long.50

Pcrts - Venezuela has 33 ports, 12 of which are large. 51

However, these ports face serious congestion. The national

Aigping line, CAVN, has 400 vessels and is currently being

re n d 52

Telecom murications - Venezuela has attained Agnificant

development in telecommunications. s irnalations are now on a

par with those of other modern countries. it has acces to

satellites, submarine cables, telex service, and international

telephone direct dialing.

Energy Resources - Although Venezuela's short term econmic prcspects

look bleak, its long term outlook is very bright, due to the

existence of abundant petroleum reserves. Although an oil based

country, Venezuela's development strategy emphasizes the devel-

opment of other energy resources, like natural gas and hydro-

electric power.

Oil - Venezuela's proven oil reserves are approximately

20 billion barrels, enough to last 25 years at 1981 production

rates (2 million banrels per day).5 3 Most of the oil output comes

from the Maracaibo basn, whose reserves are dwindling.

However, Veneuela has a potentialy richer field in the Orinoco

Tar Belt, estimated to contain 700 billion barrels. Its extraction

will be delayed by the recent cutbacks in PETROVEN's explora-

4r
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tion and drilling and the lack of technology.

Natural Gas - Venezuela has abundant natural gas

resmices. 1981 proLiuction was 1.2 billion cubic feet. At this

rate of extaction, the reserves of 47 trillion feet will last 82

year. 5 5  In the course of recent exploration for c, large

deposts of natural gas have been discovered in the Pania penin-

sUar in easer Venezuela.

Hydroelectricity - Venezuela has ample hydroelectric

potential- 1980 production was 7,728 megawatts and the comple-

tion f the Gun dam (to be the largest dam in the world) in 1985

will yield an additional capacity f 9,000 megawatts. 56 This

capacity will be used to provide cheap electric power to the

Steel and aluminum plants in the southeast. Hydroelectric power

is expected to grow at 12% annually through 1990. 57

Inpact cf the International Environment

Wcrld Economy - As with most developing countries, Venezuela's depen-

dence on trade with the indutrialized world makes it vulnerable

to the economic downturns of industrialized countries. In response

to the intpnational oil glut, cil's soft pices, OPEC's oil poduc-

tion quotas, and Venezuelan oil conservation measues, the

government has been forced to reduce its budget to accomodate

the lower oil income. This called for drastic belt tightening on

currrent expenditu and for reduced expansion of development

projects, such as the Onxoco heavy oil deposits.

9-:
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IMF/Foreign Banks - The eaang of the interest rates in 1983 wil help eas

the burden of Venezuela's foreign debt.

Vulnerabili ies to External Shocks - Venezuela's economic dependence on

oil which generates 25% of GDP, 75% of government revenues,

and 95% of export earnings, means that the only "shock" that

could affect Venezuela would be a continued drop in the price of

- t 5 8

KEY ISSUES

-J

Elections of 1983 - The December 1983 elections are the major ism, and

will affect many of the other issues. The government's failure to

achieve any tangible social or economic gains thus far has eroded

its standings in the polls. In order to help COPErs candidate,

Rafael Caldera, Herrera's government will reds IMF demands to

tabilize the economy and it will attempt to reflate the economy,

thus driving down the unemployment rate. Caldera has an

impressive image among Venezuelans but he will not not be able

to overcome the feeling of no confidence in COPErs ability to

govern. He is supported by FEDECAMARAS. AD's candidate,

Jaime Lusinchi, is supported by labor and is the clear favorite.

Other influence groups are split in their support for these

candidates. Lusnchi's economic policies will most likely be

Sexpansionist with heavy borrowing and increased labor costs. If

- elected, Caldera would probably continue present economic

restrictions, but favor business and welcome foreign investment.

-9
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As both parties are moving toward the political center, which-

ever party is in power can be expected to: 1) maintain current

reign polinie, 2) take a more nationa1ltc sance, 3) coninue

Venezuela's pro-Wesern and pro-US orientation, 4) maintain close

relations with South American nations, especaly its Andean

Common Market partners, and 5) maintain its role in OPEC.

State of the Economy - The 1983 economy is beset by several problems

that directly affect the vters: no real growth, large foreign

debt, inflation, and unemployment. 1982 saw the fourth straight

year of economic stagnation. The adverse impact of reduced

petroleum earnings has caused a decrease in the real GDP. In

spite of the decreased revenues, the government was committed

to a high level cf expenditures, so it borrowed from foreign

surces to keep up its commitments. The foreign debt is now 30

billion llars and it reschdeuling conditions with the IM F may be

hard to swallow - further spending cuts, currency devaluation,

new taxes, and the elimination of the multiple exchange rates,

price controls, and import restrictions. Increased government

expenditures during the 1970's fueled inflation (now at 25%), bit

with the approach of the December elections, fiscal expanson

could increase the price level All groups favor actions to control

inflation, but with AD's expected victory at the polls, labor will

surely push for wage increases and wage indexation, which would

set off another round of inflation. Unemployment has risen to

13 % recently because of: the current receson, rigid contraction-

ist polices of Herrera's government, the slowdown and abandon-

1/ . .. . , • , . . . - . .. . . . .- - . . • _ . . . . . . . . . .
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me.t of major projects, and the influx of iegal workers from

Colombia. Unemployment will continue to be high until Venezue-

la's oil-based economy begins to grow. If the labor-backed AD

party gain power in December as expected, it will probably have

epanonist polices to increase employment.

Social Progze - Irtimately linked to the state of the economy, the

advancement of social progress frst requies real economic

growth. Real growth is needed to rectify Venezuela's unequal

dstribution of income, high unemployment, inflation, and to

provide essential social welfare services to the one-third of the

poplation that live in urban barrios. AIL groups, but especially

the uideal parties, will stive to advance social progress.

BUSINESS OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

General - There is littl expected change in the business environment. This

means that the economic problems will not be resolved quickly,

but it also means that Venezuela will continue to offer a stable

" environment for foreign investment, especialLy in petrole-

um-telated sectors.

Attitude Towards Foreign Investment - Throughout most of its history,

Venezuela maintained an open door towards foreign investment. In

the mid-1970's however, the government became much more

nationalistic and selective, having adopted the restrictive Andean

Common Market (Ancom) foreign investment code. During the

1970's oil boom, government planners believed that the fLood of

-'• .;-..-q- A-. - . . .. .- . -. ,. -, , '
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petroleum monies eliminated the need for foreign investment -

whatever additional resources needed could be borrowed on the

intironu1 capital market. Herrera's edmiistation has been

sending mixed signals to the international business community

nce it came to power in 1979. On one hand, the mistrust and

fear of foreign economic penetration are deep-rooted; on the

other, the need for foreign capital, management, and technology

is cleadiy recognized. Recently the Supeintendency of Foreign

Inve tment (Siex) has eliminated much red tape for foreign

invesors. There are several difficulties the foreign investors

typically encounter: stict price controls, labor problems, and

.onfcsing economic policies. Anl major groups except AD, MAS,

and Pro-Venezuela are supportive or neutral of foreign invest-

ment Either Lusinchi or Caldera may will choose an openly

naoi-.-alai c or pcstve treatment of foreign investment.

However, in this era of economic difficuties, their positions will

probably become less rigid towards enterprises that provide

employment, worker training, and high tcy7hmoogy. Overall,

foreign investment will be sought in areas which meet Venezue-

la's needs: petroleum, agro-industry, capital and intermediate

goods, bsc metals, and petrochemicals.

J Investment Regulations - Siex controls the foreign investment policy,

esentially enforcing Decision 24 of the Ancom Investment Code

providing for three different types of foreign participation.

Foreign companies can be set up without a national investor, but

must agree to convert to a mixed or national company within 15

............
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years. Some compai.es avoid Venezuelan investmeit because of

* this "creeing expropiation." Foreign companies do no have to

, ~oonvert to local ownership if at least 80 % of their production is

exported to third coaties. Mixed companies must be at least 51 %

owned by national investors. National companies must be owned

at least 80% by national investors. Venezuela is flexi~ble in

enforoxaq these guideines and gives preference to companies

cffeding manpower training. Although the Ancom Investment Code

has tringent parameters on acquisition, technology transfer,

incentives, ownershp requirements, and finandal requirements,

some executives believe that Decison 24 should be viewed as an

* incentive to investment, because it defines the rules of the game

and thus provides stablty to forei.gn investors. In any case, the

rules are extremely complex and prospective investors should seek

advice from a Venezuelan attorney.

Incentives - Venezuela offers several types of invetment incentives: 1)

tax exemption of up to 100% for 10 years and investment capial

at favorable rates for investments in remote locations, 2) exemp-

tion from Venezuelan income tax on the interest on loans for

various activities, 3) export sudis of up to 30% and export

credits that vary with the amount of national value added, 4)

special tax credits for investment in fixed assets in other sectors,

and 5) various regional incentives within different states in

Venezuela. 5 9 These incentives must be negotiated for on a case-

by-case basis with the government. There is also a free trade

zone on the island of Margarita.
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Price Controls - Price controls have been in effect in various forms for

more than 25 years. They apply to goods and services considered

to be of prime necessity and social importance. Price controls

have been maintained for automobiles, iron, cement, fooduffs,

pharmaceuticals, and livestock. In resonse to labor's demands

(especially if AD wins the election) companies should expect a

hardening of the price structure. Prices are controlled by the

Development Ministry and it can take up to several months to

review any planned price increase. With inflation and siQng

production costs, price controls may squeeze profit margins. Price

controls will remain in effect at least unti1 the December

elections, after which, they may be discarded for some goods and

services.

Profit Repatriation - In accordance with Andean Pact rules, annual profit

and dividend remittances are limited to 20% of authorized and

registered capital Higher remittance ceilings may be authorized,

or companies may invest surplus profits in several financial

instruments, such as certificates of deposis and mortgage bonds.

In (mse of the sale or liquidation of an investment, the foreign

investor can repatriate his capitaL Repatriation limits are not

expected to change under Caldera or Lusinchi.

Exchange Controls - Exchange controls were already addressed under

"Current Economic Situation" but they have an additional impact

on the foreign investor - profit remittance is based on a

*percentage f the direct investment registered in bolivares. There

is currently much confuon as to the status of profit remittan-

.1
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ces, but if they do not qualify for the preferential rate (B4.3:$1),

then dividend payments will be virtually halved by using the free

float rate of B10-1241. Emange controls will remain in effect

*at least until the elections, at which time outright devaluation

may occur.

Import Restrictions - The government's goal of restricting 1983 imports to

65% of 1982's level will affect domestic production. Locally

produced goods will have an advantage as they will be favored

over i.mports.

Labor - Venezuela's labor force is characterized by a shortage of skilled

labor, high absenteeism, high turnover, and low productivity. 60

About one-half the labor force is unionized and, in the current

recession, they have learned to value job security over wages.

Venezuelan labor is protected by extensive labor legsation

covemng unionization, profit shamng, fringe benefits, termination

of employment, and socal security. With AD's expected victory in

the December elections, there will be more protective labor

legislation, and labor cs will , e.

Nationalization Risks - Presint Perez nationalized the foreign-owned oil

companies in 1976. In line with constitutional requirments, the

Venezuelan government offered compensation based on net book

value to the foreign companies. In total, Venezuela has experi-

enced 19 nationalizations since 1958. 61 None were politically or

ideologically motivated. Legal resource ownership was the

question and no firms lost money. Due to strict investment guide-

lines of Ancom, nationalization is probably over in Venezuela.
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Taxes- Venezuelan taxes are among the lowest of the major Latin

Amerc countries. 2  Revenues generated by corporate taxes

comprise only a small part of the total receipts, but faced with

declining oil income and the need for more revenue, the govern-

ment may decide to increase corporate taxes. At least until the

world price of oil begins to increase, a tax increase could be a

real pObiLit.

Capital - External borrowing requires approval by the Superintendent of

Foreign Investments, Siex. Domestic borrowing may be done for

short and medium terms only and amounts are limited by the

Central Bank.

!-'. ance - Political risk and commercial risk insurance is available

through the Export-Import Bank of the United States and the

Foreign Credit Insurance Association. However, these companies

do not insure against an exchange risk. Should profit remittances

lose their preferential exchange rate status (B4.3:$l) or should

outright devaluation occur (as is likely after the elections), then

pro it remittances will virtually be cut by two to three times, as

explained "Exchange Controls." Other insurance companies, such

as Lloyds, may insure against exchange risks, but at a high cost.

Investment Opportunities - Venezuela's reliance on oil exports means that,

in spite at the current lull in oil exploration, Venezuela must

soon expa; its drilling program to ensure that the country's

productive c'aicty of oil will be sustained through the remainder

% of the century. What is badly needed is foreign technology in
v a

i heavy ois, and maybe foreign capital US technolog~y and project

m--
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management ability should continue to give US firms a strong

competitive position. Devaluation and restrictions on some imports

may make this the time for some US exporters to Venezuela to

consider tabi-shuing xnanufacturing operations in the oil sector.

SCENARIOS

These scenarios represent possble events for t. a next five years.

Most Likely - Poltical ca mpaigring will increasngly dominate national life

as the December elections draw near. AD's Jaime Lusinchi will be

the winner. Labor will achieve higher wage settlements, but

otherwise, current policies are unlikely to change significantly.

The debt will be rescheduled after the elections, with the

implementation of some of the IMF's present conditions. Oil will

remain Venezuela's dominant export. As the world economy begins

to pick up, the oil glut and soft prices will give way to a seller's

market, sgnalling more oil income for Venezuela, possbly by

1985/86. Infation and unemployment will remain high, and real

GDP growth will be stagnant until the al market changes. The

government will continue to send mixed signals to foreign inves-

tcrs, however, no significant regulatory changes are expected. In

fact, Venezuela's need for technology may prompt the govenment

to simulate the private sector and foreign investment.

Pessimic - Overall there will be a temporary recovery of the world

economy, followed by an even deeper recession with more protec-
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tionism and a decline in world trade. The oil ptice will remain

- agnant, or may even fall slightly. Decreased government income

would prompt more borrowing and more "raiding" of PETROVEN's

profits to fund current expenditures. Negative real growth, high

inflation, and high unemployment would accompany protective

measures such as contllied interest rates, pnce controls, more

subsidies, and devaluation. Continued economic deterioration may

inspire the lower and middle classes towards political upheaval,

or at least to increase their support of the leftist political

paties.

Optimistic - The world economy will boom through the decade, bo:nging

higher oil prices and more government income. The healthy

economy will provide more capital for Venezuelan development

and social programs. All groups would receive a larger portion of

the increasing economic pie, increasing general confidence in the

political system.

Disaster - The only disaster scenario for Venezuela involves a major break-

through in the development of synthetic fuels that would trigger

a fall in the oil prices.



ANNEX A

Petroleum Sector Risk Analysis

Introduction - This annex addresses the risks and opportunities Cf the

Venezuelan petroleum sector from the point of view of a fictidius

US manufacturing company. As the petroleum sector is large,

comprising the gamut of activi:ties f-- n research, to drilling, to

Sales at the gas pump, this sectoral study analyzes the broad

cpportunites/isks of each major activity in the Venezuelan

context. These major activities are: customs and regulations,

Venezuela's market size, PETROVEN's policies, research, explora-

tion, production, refining, and domestic production of equipment.

World Petroleum Outlook - Although the current wolid recession and soft

prices for oil mean a buyer's market, the world economy will

elentually blossom again. Factories will increase production, homes

will be built, and automobiles will be sold, all necessitating addi-

tional petroleum energy. Immediate prospects for alternative

sources of energy are remote, so it will be up to oil and natural

gas to continue to carry the main energy load. Assuming economic

growth of 3-4% until the end of the century and petroleum

maintaining its current 70% of the world's energy supply, the

petroleum industry must discover about 19 billion bbh]year to

satisfy demand. 63  The petroleum industry's chore is to replace

production from declining oil wells and to expand it with new

reserves, often found in remote and hostile locations, where dril-

135
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ling and production costs dwarf those cf earlier wells. This effort

will require more wells, expens~ve equipment, and advanced

technology.

Customs and Regulations - Venezuelan laws do not permit direct foreign

investment in the petroleum sector, but foreign firms may do

bsiness with the petroleum industry by providing cl field services

and equipment, manufacturing oil field equipment locally, and

providing other technical and consultative services. Foreign

participation in the oil sector may occur via the complex regula-

tions outlined under "Investment Regulations" in the environmental

ds-k analysis.

Most imports of petroleum industry equipment and materials

from the US are subject to duties of 25-80 %. 64 An import license is

sometimes required, generally when domestic production of the

equipment already exists. However, tatiffs and import licenses are

currently of little practical concern to suppliers of the oil industry.

The industry is of such importance that the operating companies f

PETROVEN can usually obtain the necessary import licenses and do

riot object to paying the import duties. However, given the

increasng capabilities of Venezuelan manufacturers, the threat of

third-country manufacturers making joint venture "deals" to manu-

facture equipment locally, and Venezuela's need to cut back on

imports (evidenced by the current import restrictions on some items

which may extend to some oil equipment that can be produced in

Venezuela), tariffs and import licenses may later become a signifi-

cant barrier to US exports.

-t -....
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Venezuela's Market Size - The 1981-1985 Sixth National Plan envisaged

enormous sums for the development of oil supplies - 25 billion

a.65 The recent slump in oil prices and resultant government

income have forced a reduction in oil industry investment, but

susania growth is expected in the long term for equipment

saes. The following table shows the total Venezuelan market for

petroleum and natural gas exploration, production, and ref.ring

equipment in constant 1980 dolla .

TABLE 1 - TOTAL MARKET 66

(Constant 1980 US $ Millions)

Year 1978 1980 1982 1985
Domestic Production 154 265 449 749
Imports 376 654 875 1081
Exports - - 11 32
Net Market 530 919 1313 1798

Table 1 shows that, in consant 1980 dollas, the net market

is expected to grow 239% over the period, or 19% per year. Domes-

tic production uses older technology and its products are of a high

'vlume nature. As shown on Table 1, its share of purchases is

expected to increase from 29% of the total market in 1978 ($154

million) to 42% of the total market in 1985 ($749 million). Some

domestic products will even be exported to other Ancom countries.

However, mcst sophisticated equipment will continue to be

imported.

US equipment manufacturers have a stancial share of ths

expandin market. Over the years, the Venezuelan oil industry

-- purchased the bulk of its equipment from the US, as the concession-

'4
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aires were US-based companies. Generations of equipment now in

use came from US manufacturers, and as such, will require spare

parts and additional equipment from the same source. US manu-

faturers are the dominant suppliers to the Venezuelan petroleum

industry - 81% of import value in 1980.67 This high share will be

difficult to maintain with the diversification of domestic producers

and increased foreign competition for the growing market. However,

the familiarity with the use of US equipment, geographical proxim-

ity of US sippiers, and the fact that many Venezuelan executives

were educated in the US mean that US suppliers will continue to be

the favored source for equipment. US companies that offer high

technology, competitive pricing, quick deliveries, and reliable

service can expect to dvelop/maintain a market in Venezuela.

Although the Venezuelan market will grow, especially when

the world economy improves and the pace of oil increases, its

market is not big in absolute terms. Chart 1, Drifling Activity,

shows that in 1981, Venezuela drilled 950 production wells. In the

same year, there were approximaty 65,000 wells drilled in the US! 6 8

For the short term in Venezuela, some industries may find that its

1000+ wells are not a large enough market to merit domestic

poduction.

<9. PETROVEN's Policies - The Venezuelan petroleum industry generates 25%

of the GDP, 75% of the government income, and 95% of export

* earnings, so it is certainly the cornerstone of the Venezuelan

economy. 6 9 One of the objectives of the Sixth National Plan is to

diversify the economy away from cl revenues, but the continual

p
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cal price increases up to the recent past and omestic structural

problems make Venezuela more dependent than ever on oil.

Venezuela's proven oil reserves of 20 billion barrels will last about

* 25 years at 1981 production rates.70 However, it has a potenially

richer field in the Orinxxc Tar Belt, estimated to contain from 700

billion to 3 trillion barrels 71 The exploitation of oil from this belt

will be hampered by technical and economic barriers as the oil has

a low API specific gravity (4-15 API) and substanial quantities of

sulphur and metallic elements.72 Venezuela's refineries are geared

towards processg lighter oxl than the 4-15 API and the sulphur

and metallic impurities will require special refinun techniques. To

be able to process this heavy crude from the Orinxx Tar Belt,

PETROVEN is implementing a series of new P •icies3

* - Preservation cf current light oils and their extenson

through better recovery methods.

- inceased eploration to ftnd more light crudes

- Development cf effective procemsn systems for the heavy

crudes to upgrade them to produce higher quality

products.

- Replacement of light crudes with heavy crudes wherever

These policies have led to an ambitious development program

in research, exploation, production, and refin that are of

crucial importance in PETROVEN's long-term ability in terms of

* '.* * -
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production and revenue. These development programs will present

ales opp ortnitis for US firms.

Research - The technical research institute of PETROVEN, Intevep, has

the role to provide commercially useful technological assistance to

the petroleum industry. In its 7 year of existance it has acquired

advanced laboratory and research fadlties. The 1982 research

budget was 47 million &l~la s, with 10 million used to purchase

new equipmet 74  About half of this equipment is imported and

incbxles geochemical, sedimentological, and stratographical instru-

75ments. Its major research projects are: 1) heavy oil production,

transport, and upgrading, 2) offshore geophysics, 3) reffiing flow

modifications, and 4) tertiary recaperation techniques. Intevep is

an active partner with other research facilities of many foreign

governments, incbuding the US. Although Intevep isn't a large

purchaser of equipment, its close ties to US research fadlities will

give US companies an advantage when the time comes to imple-

ment its research in terms of US-supplied equipment in exploration,

production, and refining operations.

Exploration - PETROVEN has built up its exploration effort from almost

nothing at nationalization in 1976 to a huge operation today. The

-I companies, knowing that nationalization was imminent, had no

-t-res. in exploration in the 1970's. Since then, PETROVEN has

initiated a program of increased exploration to offset the decline

in productive capacity. In 1981, PETROVEN invested 627 million
"'" "year76

-nllas in exploration, up 23% from the previous . In the
• "- driled77

same year, 240 exploratory wells were drie Drilling activity

,.
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is projected to increase at an average rate of 5.5 % per year. Short

term political and financial factor could caue drilling activity to

deviate from this expected trend Gike the 1983 total oil industry

'investment cutback from $4.4 bn to $3.5 bn), bt the long term

ouotk is bright, as Venezuela relies so heavily on the revenues

from cil 78 i needs to continue oil exploration to meet its

financial needs.

PETROVEN's exploration efforts in the future will concen-

trate on several tasks: 1) develop ig in-depth knowledge about the

Odavoco Tar Belt, 2) finding additional reserves of lighter crudes, 3)

finding additional gas fiels, and 4) adding to the knowledge cf

Venezuela's offshore reserves. For US company oportunities,

PETROVEN is interested in. the following equipment, systems, and
79

technology:

I.

- Dzi]Jing equipment and technology for deep wells.

- Offshore explomration technology, including rigs and support

services.

- Environmental protection technology, such as water treat-

ment plants, corro on conrl products, and oil. qml

clean-up devices.

- Data analysis equipment, especially seismic equipment

with its own power sources.

Prod cton - As shown on Chart 2, Oil Production, Venezuelan oil pr duc-

tion peaked in 1970 at 3.7 million barrels per day (M MB/D), but

..': .'.. .'., ..:. • .. .- .. ..- . .. .... .C. . . . . .
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has snce declined due to a dep]etin of reserves. Venezuela's

long-range productin goal is 2.2 M MB/D, but this goal wil be

difficult to achieve because: 1) the average output per well has

declined (240 B/D in 1977 to 173 B/D in 1980), and 2) most

remaining reserves are heavy crudes, which require special

recovery and r 0c es.

To maintain prod~uction at 2.2 MMB/D, PETROVEN has

embarked on a program of new drilling and secondary recovery

projects (recovering more of the oil in existing wells). Chart 1,

Drilling Activity, shows the past drilling activity and expected

growth. Secondary recovery, usin stam ijeton dunques,

already accounts for 45% of Venezuela's production and is expected

to increase. 81  Oil production investment has increased from 347

million dollars in 1978 to 2.07 billion dollars in 1982.82

There are opportunities for US companies that can provide
83

the fallowing assets:

- Secondary recovery technology, especialy team genera-

tion technology.

- Offshore production techno]ogy, including rigs and support

.5 services.

- Compressors, pumps, and separators for heavy oils.

- Laborsaving equipment and techniques in the installation

and maintenance sectors, like welding and tube inspection.

Refining - Venezuela's 12 refineries were built in the 1950's with technol-

/
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ogy from the foreign conces.onaries. Recently, refining has been

a focus of activity as the refineries have been gearing modifica-

tions to process heavier crude and to produce greater quantities of

gas ine and other high revenue products. Refinery investments

increased from 38 million dollars in 1977 to 930 million dollas in

1983.84 Investments should stay at a high level until about 1986,

ohen the new projects should be completed.

There are opportunities for US companies in providing

refining equipment, techa1ogy, and services. As the refineries

were built by US companies, they will be the preferred suppliers in
85

areas such as:

- New deslphurization and demetallization technologies.

- Refining systems with catalysts for heavy oils.

- Steam stripping distillation columns.

- Evapormtors.

- Searators.

- Burners and combustion units.

- Chillers.

- Condensers.

- Process pumps.

Domestic Production - Table 1, Total Market, shows that the expected

:1. share of domestically-manufactured products will increase from

-.* 29% in 1978 to 42% in 1985. The fast-growing Venezuelan oil

industry will serve as a spur to domestic manufacture. PETROVEN
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is committed to favoring domestic products in its purchasng -

provided that they meet its quality standards. Also, under the

Arcom accords, Venezuela has been assigned many manufacturing

ronsibilities: 1) drilling rigs and diamond bits, 2) electric trans-

formers, 3) centdifugal and vertical turbine pumps, 4) disensing

pumps, 5) valves, 6) steel tubing, 7) small compressors, 8) tanks for

gases, 9) digging, trenching, and shoveling equipment, 10) diesel

engines, and 11) geophysical equipment. 8 6 Since Ecuador, Bolivia,

and Peru all have some petroleum activites, Venezuelan manufac-

turers should become Ancom leaders in petoleum equipment

manufacturing.

US companies may be better able to increase their share of

the Venezuelan market through Jint ventures and licensing agree-

ments with the Venezuelan petroleum industry. Domestic manufac-

ture would give a US company an edge over the increasing

competition from local producers and third-country suppliers.

However, besides enlarging the market, domestic manufacture under

Ancom rules would entail a "fade out" within 15 years and the

'loss" of any technology involved. High technology companies with

sole control of high technology may desire to continue to export in

order to retain controL Companies with less exclusive technology,

"r technology that they can afford to lose within 15 years, may

want to set up domestic manufacture. In the long run, the latter

are likely to find greater sales opportunities by local manufacture

than by jzt exporting.

An additional benefit of domestic prodcution is that of

"2".' "
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buyer's preferences. Often, a buyer may be attracted to producers

who have local plants and can guarantee delivery without the

deays of ocean shipping and an exchange isk. Also, domestic

production shows a committment to the host country, as the produ-

cer's enterprise is likely to stimulate local employment, which may

be important to a nationalistic Venezuelan buyer.

There are some drawbacks to domestic production besides

the loss of technology. Some companies have had a difficult time

trying to find a suitable partner with similar busines objectives.

Also, by the 'fade out" to a national company in 15 years, the US

company may inadvertantly be setting up a potential competitor for

its other markets.

The three-tiered exchange rate system currently gives most

petroleum-related products the preferential rate of B4.3:$1. The

current import restictions do not apply to most petroleum-related

products. However, given the likelihood of devaluation after the

elections and the uncertainty of preferential treatment of petro-

leum-related imports in face of the growing domestic manufacture

ability, now may be the time for some US exporters to consider

establishing manufacturing operations in Venezuela.

Conclusion - For the short-term (up to 1985/86) local manufacturing of oil

industry equipment in Yenezuela is not recommended. The worId

price of oil will probably remain stagnant until then, affecting

government income and its oil sector investment. The relatively

small domesic petroleum operation will not grow enough to justify

the huge initial capital expenditure required by a manufacturing

- *%
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operation. Short-term economic problems also discourage domestic

manufacturing. Companies should be wary of the possible negative

effects of current problems: the implementation of the IMF condi-

tions (cuts in government spending, devaluation, and new taxes),

debt problems, continued inflation, price contrals, labor problems,

changing of prcfit repatriation limits with devaluation, and the

lack of insurance for exchange risks.

Until the price of oil increases and questions on the course

cf Venezuela's short term economic problems are answered, most

companies should only continue to export. By 1985/86 the world

economy should be healthier and oil prices should increase, so Vene-

zuela's long-term prospects will be better. However, until conditions

improve, US companies should "keep their foot in the door" to

maintain a good relationship with PETROVEN and the Venezuelan

government. As conditions improve, it will be a matter of timing to

fight Venezuelan and third country competition to take advantage

of Venezuela's growing petroleum market.

.'
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